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Introduction

The State-wide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey from March,
1539» to October, has made notable additions to a knowl-

edge of the geology of Texas. Collections of minerals and fos-

sils have been made from formations of Pennsylvanian, Permian,
Triassic, Cretaceous, Miocene, Pliocene, and Pleistocene age.
The amount of material obtained is extensive, and it will neces-

sarily be some time before final results can be published. How-

ever, several preliminary reports relating to minerals and min-

eral products have been issued* a few paleontologic papers have

been published, and others are in manuscript.

A summary of the results obtained with lists of fossils is

given later in this report. Although various collections of
Texas vertebrate fossils had been made from time to time, no col-

lecting on a State-wide basis had previously been undertaken, and

eaxlier collection had been chiefly by out-of-State institutions..

Until recently one could see a more representative collection of
Texas vertebrate fossils in museums in other states and in some

foreign countries than at any place in Texas. Eor this reason,

extensive collections of vertebrate fossils were made. Of special
interest among the vertebrate collections are batrachians and rep-
tiles from the late Pennsylvanian, Lower Permian, and Upper Trias-

sic, and mammalian faunas from the Pliocene and Fleistocene.

While the results have been most gratifying, it is obvious
that in the two and a half years that it operated, the entire

purpose of the project could not be accomplished. The results
add to knowledge in an important way, but it will be necessary
to look to the future following the close of the present world

war to complete the study of the fossils. In the meantime, em-

phasis will be placed on the investigations of the minerals in
connection with the National defense program.

The University of Texas, as sponsor, appreciates the con-

tributions to science and to the development of industry made

by the Work Projects Administration under this project.

E. E. Sellards, Director

Bureau of Economic Geology

I
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Part I

Field Units of the State-Wide

Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey
Official Project No, 665-66~3~233

Pinal Report
Covering the Period from March 4, 1939

to September 30, 194 l

■by
Glen L. Evans
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INTRODUCTION

The State-wide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey in Texas, which be-

gan operations on March 4, 1939* was completed on September 20, 1941.
This project was started with'two field units located in Bee and Live Oak
counties and a laboratory unit located in San Antonio. Luring the period
of almost 31 months of continuous operation, the project employed an aver-

age of 8 or 9 field units, operating simultaneously in widely scattered

portions of the State. A total of 23 field units was worked, and the aver-

age duration of each was approximately 10j months. Twenty-nine different
counties were worked by the various field units in all parts of Texas ex-

cept in WPA Districts 1, 16, and 20. Of these, 15 counties were worked

exclusively for fossils, 7 were combination paleontological and mincralogi-
cal, and 7 were used exclusively for mineral resource investigation. In
addition to the standard field units, reconnaissance and snail scale work

was carried on in numerous other counties by the mobile unit, which for a

tine was attached to the Austin laboratory, and by sponsor's representa-
tives. The laboratory unit which was set up in San Antonio was supple-
mented by a larger and better equipped laboratory in Austin. The Austin

laboratory ?/as gradually expanded to include all the preparatory work done

on the project, at which tine the San Antonio laboratory was suspended.

In the beginning the project work was largely confined to locating
and collecting vertebrate fossils. In the latter part of the project,
particularly at the advent of the present National emergency, the work

was gradually shifted fron paleontological to nineralogical efforts, until
in the latter months of operation work was confined exclusively to investi-

gations of mineral resource deposits. One of the objectives of the project,
as outlined in the early quarterly reports, was to locate and collect verte-

brate fossils from various geological horizons within the State. To a large
degree this objective was accomplished. The reconnaissance which formed an

important part of the efforts of each field unit, and which was also being
carried on by the sponsor*s representatives, resulted in the discovery of a

considerable number of hitherto unknown vertebrate fossil localities and

new fossil producing horizons. Not all of these sites were worked by the

project. The locations, however, were described so that future workers

interested in more detailed information may return to any of these sites
and secure such additional information as may be needed or as the site may

yield. The localities where extensive collections were made will be dis-
cussed under the sections dealing with each field unit appearing later in

this report.

The collection of vertebrate fossils assembled by the project is of

sufficient completeness and variety that a study of these materials will

go far toward giving a true picture of extinct vertebrate life which nay
he expected fron all of the larger rock systems known in Texas. Especially
good collections were made fron the Permian, Triassic, late Tertiary, and

Pleistocene.
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A special effort was made to obtain fossils from those strata in the state

which have not been studied with any satisfying degree of completeness and

which, because of their nature, are difficult to interpret. The continen-

tal deposits which are normally most difficult for the geologist are at the

same time usuallymost prolific in vertebrate forms. The average worker is

not equipped with the time and funds required for the extensive collections

of vertebrates necessary for stratigraphic and fossil studies. Consequently,
the project was able.to do a considerable service to science in obtaining
these fossils. Enough material is on band at the Bureau of Economic Geology
to permit important stratigraphic revisions when it has been studied.

The mineralogical investigations conducted by the project were carried

on in areas where insufficient information was available on mineral re-

source deposits known to exist within the working range of any of the several

field units. Also a number of units were started specifically for mineral

resource investigations, particularly for road materials and for strategic
minerals important in National defense. The units of the project were well

adapted to certain types of mineral resource investigation but not practica-
bly adapted to any investigation which required the sinking of deep shafts

or unusually deep core holes, or which required the use of geophysical sur-

veys and other technical procedures employed in the industry. At all times

an effort was made to confine the work to investigations which could be

satisfactorily conducted by the average field unit. Discussions of the ac-

complishments of the several units which were engaged in mineral resource

exploration appear later in this report.

This report covers the activity of the project for the past quarter
year and also includes a summary of all the work done by the project during
the entire period of its operation. For more complete information on any

of the units discussed, readers are referred to the preceding quarterly re-

ports and to the list of published reports and manuscripts appearing at the

end of this report.

In previous quarterly reports each field unit is discussed in order ac-

cording to its starting date except for the report on the Austin laboratory
unit, which has always been at the end of the quarterly report. This quar-

terly and final report of the project will be arranged somewhat differently
in that all units which were engaged on one specific problem, and which are

therefore closely related each to the other, will be grouped together irre-

spective of their starting date. This method of grouping is not entirely
satisfactory, because some of the units were engaged in several types of

work yet cannot logically be included in more than one place. For example,
the Houston County unit and the Polk-San Jacinto county units spent only a

fractional part of their working time on stream terraces but are neverthe-

less included with three other county units whose entire work was spent on

these terraces. However, the advantage of maintaining continuity on certain

outstanding problems in which several units participated seems to outweigh
the disadvantages of the arrangement. The report on the activity of the lab-

oratory is in part a summary of the work of all field units, and it will

therefore again appear at its logical place at the end of this report. Where

several closely related units have been grouped together, a brief statement
of the problem or problems involved will precede each of these groups.
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Trinity River Terraces

Five units, including Henderson, Navarro, Freestone, Polk, San Jacinto,
and Houston counties, have engaged in work on the terraces of Trinity River.

The problem behind the terrace work of all these units is the same, although
different types of work were done in attempting to clarify the problem. In

Henderson, Navarro, and Freestone counties the work was restricted almost en-

tirely to locating and collecting vertebrate fossils from Terrace C, a large
and excemotionally well developed high terrace of Trinity River. This terrace

lies essentially parallel to the course of the present river valley and at-

tains a thickness of 50 to 55 feet and a width of from 1 mile to more than

3 miles, the width varying at different places along the course.

The Pleistocene terrace is an important stratigraphic unit in that it

covers a large area, and it offers the possibility of serving as a standard
unit for correlation of the other stream terraces of the Texas coastal region.
The attempt to secure diagnostic fossils in the counties listed above was

prompted by the need for such material in making age determinations. The

terrace is evidently the result of valley alluviation during a sub-epoch of

the Pleistocene, but a great number of difficulties arise when attempt is

made to determine accurately the sub-epoch to which the terrace belongs.
Fossils obtained by the several units nay do much toward making this determi-

nation.

The work done by the Houston and Polk county units on the Trinity River

terraces consisted of making transverse profiles of the river flood plain and

terraces. This was accomplished by drilling lines of test holes across the

terraces to obtain the thickness at various points in each terrace and by de-

termining the elevations of the surface by means of planetable and alidade

survey. Such sections are needed in the study of a river*s terrace system
in order to show clearly the relationship of the various terraces, which is

one of the most important criteria of recognition. Before the Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey began, a number of such transverse sections had been made
at different places along the river course.

A detailed study of the alluvial deposits of Trinity River has been

planned. This will include an attempt to trace the principal terraces down-

stream to their ultimate confluence with equivalent beds in the Houston group

of the Pleistocene. This study will lean heavily on data obtained by those

units of the project which participated in this work. If the true strati-

graphic position of Terrace C can be determined, it will offer a means of sub-

dividing the Gulf Coast Pleistocene, which is one of the difficult problems
in Texas geology.
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Henderson and Navarro County Units

The field unit in Henderson County was put into operation for the pur-

pose of obtaining collections of fossils and other data which would aid in

the geologic interpretation of a well developed high terrace of Trinity River.

The area selected for work lies between Cedar Creek and Trinity River north
of Trinidad on the western margin of Henderson County. A number of gravel
pits and natural exposures in this area offered a good opportunity for find-

ing prospective localities for excavating.

The first and most important site selected was the Leo Boatwright gravel
pit about 2 miles north cf Trinidad. Previous examination of this pit had

established the fact that fossils were present at the site. Excavations were

in the main pit, in the form of exploratory test trenches at adjacent points.

The material collected from this pit included a large number of isolated

teeth, numerous fragmentary skeletal elements, and three well preserved and

complete skulls. The skulls include one each of elephant, horse, and sloth,
all of which were mounted for display at the Texas Manorial Museum. The fauna

from the Boatwright pit is the best single collection made from Terrace C of

Trinity River, although collections were made from a numberof localities in

the terrace over three counties by units of the project.

The latter part of the work in Henderson County was at the Bishop gravel
pits, about lj- miles northeast of the Boatwright pit and on the margin of

Terrace C which faces the Cedar Creek valley. These pits are located in the

same terrace as the Boatwright pit. Most of the work was at Pit No. 1, where

a considerable amount of excavating was done. Relatively few vertebrate fos-

sils were found at this site, and the number of forms collected is less than

from the Boatwright pit. The most interesting discovery at these pits was a

large stone image carved presumably to represent a human head. Two other such

images had been found in these pits but had been removed by workmen before

being seen by any competent scientific observer. The last image y/as examined
and photographed in piece before being completely removed from the enclosing
gravels. The image dei.onstrates the presence of man at the tine this high
terrace was formed and contemporaneous with the extinct mammals represented
by fossils in the several pits.

After work was completed in Henderson County, the unit was moved to

Navarro County with headquarters in Corsicana. The principal site selected
for work in Navarro County was at the Valley Dams locality, 23 miles north-

east of Corsicana in the northeastern portion of the county. This site is

in an old levee cut made through an isolated remnant of Terrace C.

Possil bones were found weathering out of the terrace gravels at a num-

ber of places along the levee walls, but no concentrations of fossils were

evident. The unit cut a number of test trenches along both sides of the

levee in an effort to find some place where the fossils were abundant enough
to justify larger excavation. During the process of exploratory digging, a

number of isolated fossils, principally from horse, elephant, bison, and

camel, were found.
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The locality was abandoned after it became evident that fossils in the de-

posit were too scattered to justify extended Y/ork. Other sites examined in

Navarro County also proved of little value for vertebrate fossils.

Freestone County Unit

The Freestone County unit operated for only two months. Three locali-
ties were knoy/n within the county which were considered Y/orthy of exploration
even though the time required for this work was comparatively short. The

first site to be excavated ?/as a cave deposit about 8 miles north of Turling-
ton. Two weeks were spent in excavating this site and making determinations
of the thickness, extent, and age of the deposit.

Most of the time spent by the unit was in working a fossil locality at

the site of an old gravel pit in the vicinity of Rural Shade in the extreme

northeast part of the county. A considerable number of fossils were foimd

in this site, but practically all of the materia,! was fragmentary and water

worn. After a representative collection of the material was made, which in-

cluded the typical foms found at other sites in Terrace C, this site was

abandoned.

Plans had been made for excavating a site in the east bank of the Trinity
River about 4 miles above the crossing of Highway Ho. 79 where good speci-
mens of Mastodon were known to exist. However, excessive rains prevented this

site from being reached, and the unit ?;as suspended.

Polk and San Jacinto County Units

This field unit began operations on November 8, and was still

active at the closing date of the project. During this tine the work was

about equally divided between collecting vertebrate fossils and investiga-
tion of mineral resources. In both undertakings the unit has been more than

usually successful.

The first six or seven months of operation were spent largely in col-

lecting fossils from the Miocene strata in Polk and San Jacinto counties.

The first site worked is located 3 miles east of Moscow on the Barringer
farm. In a relatively short time a representative collection of upper

Tertiary vertebrate fossils was recovered from this site. Other localities

were worked for longer periods of time, and excellent collections were made.

The three most important fossil localities are located as follows: Two niles
east of Goodrich, Polk County; 1 mile northeast of Cold Spring, San Jacinto

County; and 3 miles north of Point Blank, San Jacinto County.

The unit was engaged for a tine in work on terraces of Trinity River.

This work consisted of boring lines of test holes to determine the thickness
and character of sediments in each terrace and running surface elevations

by means of plane-table and alidade. One very good section was made across

the main valley of Trinity River along Highway Ho. 190.
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The following report is based upon the various work phases as parts of

a mineral survey in Polk and San Jacinto counties throughout the months of

July, August, and September, * The average number of workers assigned
to the project during this quarter period was eight unskilled men, two inter-

mediate skilled men, and one assistant project supervisor. Work was con-

fined to Polk County and included the mapping of bentonite, peat bogs, and

"rice sands". Advance reconnaissance led to the location of these various

minerals.

The first two or three weeks in July were spent in mapping a deposit
of bentonite on the Claud Sherman farm. This farm is situated 400 feet

east of U. S. Highway 59> at a point 1-3/10 miles south of Corrigan. Out-

croppings of greenish-yellow bentonite occurring along the banks of Dry
Creek, which more or less parallels the highway at this point, were traced
several hundred feet, and test holes were drilled at convenient intervals

in an effort to determine the position of the beds.

Bor convenience, the creek bank sections were designated as sections

"A", "B", "C", and "D n respectively. Here it was possible to study the beds,
to measure the thickness and dip, and to obtain samples of the material for

chemical analyses.

Sections "A 11
,

l(B lf
, "C", To be of commercial value, bentonite and

fuller's earth must be relatively free of sand and grit. A study of the ben-

tonite in the creek bank at sections mentioned above revealed that for the

most part the bentonite was free of these impurities. A transition zone was

found to be present between the sandy overburden and the bentonite. This

zone consists of very sandy bentonite* Sections measured for thickness in-

cluded only bentonite considered suitable for commercial use. Section "A"

was found to have an average thickness of 5 feet and is the longest section

exposed minus slumping from the uppermost portions.. The length of section
"A" is more than 200 feet.

Section "3" is included here only in order to show the absence of the
bed between section ”A M and section "C". Section "3" comprises a north-

south interval SO feet in length in which no bentonite is present.

Section "C" is 100 feet long. Here the bentonite is present in from
three to four beds, each being approximately 6 inches thick and containing
bentonite which appears to be of excellent quality. These thin seams were

found to dip south at an angle of 11? At the southernmost end of section
ff C”, the beds dipped below the bed of the creek, and holes drilled by means

of a hand auger revealed that the beds were not present. Bron this point
to section f,D ,f

, no bentonite is present along the creek.

At section "D", "bentonite is exposed "both in the "bed of the creek and
in the creek "bank. At this point the material in the creek "bed together with
that in the creek bank measured 12 feet in thickness, and further testing
showed this mass to be lensoidal in shape.
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Test Holes.—A total of eighteen test holes was drilled at various

points over the area in an attempt to trace the bentonite. A series of test

holes extending east was drilled from near the center of section HA,f and the

holes are numbered 1,2, 3> and 5 respectively. Test 1 cored 6 feet of

bentonite, whereas holes 3> an<s- 6 farther east and drilled to an average
depth of 20 feet, proved no bentonite present.

A second series of test holes was begun at hole 7> where erosion has

exposed bentonite at the surface. The altitude here is 19 feet above the

creek bed. This second series of test holes, extending in a northeast-
southwest direction, terminatedwith hole 14, situated 130 feet northeast of

the lense-shaped bentonite mass comprising section ,fD n
. Test hole 7 revealed

the presence of feet of greenish-yellow bentonite, the overburden having
been removed by erosion. Six feet of bentonite was cored in hole 8, 130 feet

southwest of hole 7* Prom this test hole to test hole 14, only from 1 to 2

feet of bentonite was cored, and the overburden material thickened consider-

ably as the holes approached the creek.

A third series of test holes was drilled extending in a slightly east

of south direction and beginning at hole f. These are numbered 16, IJ. and

IS respectively. In hole 16, 5 feet of bentonite was cored beneath S feet of

overburden. Hole 17 revealed the presence of 31l feet of bentonite underlying
3 feet of overburden, and in hole IS the thickness of the bentonite was found
to be 10 feet with 3 feet of overburden.

In almost all instances the underlying formation immediately below the

bentonite was found to be a blue partially altered volcanic ash containing
pyrite. Very often this material was found to contain small lumps of pure
blue bentonite. Deeper testing into this ashy material was impossible because

of caving in the test holes.

As a result of the testing on the Claud Sherman farm, it was concluded
that the bentonite was perhaps deposited over an uneven land surface; such a

condition causing much of the material to be accumulated in small low-lying
trenches, or ponds. Subsequent erosion has removed much of the material.

Cores obtained from wells in several places in the North part of Polk

County show the sequence of greenish-gray bentonitic clay above the blue ben-

tonite as is the case on the Claude Sheman farm. In a number of dug wells
in the vicinity of Chester, Tyler County, very often as much as 65 feet of

bentonitic clay is cored, the quality of the bentonite varying vertically.
Usually about the upper 20 feet is bentonite of the greenish variety, while
the remainder, at lower levels, is blue, The degree to which the blue variety
has been altered from volcanic ash to bentonite varies considerably from place
to place.

Peat bogs.--During the latter part of August and nost of Septenher the

unit was engaged in locating and examining peat hogs. Pour hogs were located

in Polk County, two of which were studied in some detail.
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The Calvin Yates bog is located on the margin of the Trinity River flood

plain, 3.7 miles from the Goodrich post office. This bog formed as a result
of spring waters seeping’ from the base of a high terrace onto the surface of
the river l s flood plain. The constant supply of water and very poor drainage
developed swampy conditions favorable to the growth of peat-forming plants.
This bog is in northwest-southeast direction, being 440 feet long and 250 feet

wide at the maximum dimensions. The exact thickness of the peat was not de-

termined, but reasonably accurate measurements indicate a maximum thickness

of at least 8 or 10 feet.

Field determinations of the peat indicate that it is of good quality,

containing relatively little silt or sand. The bog is well back from Trinity
River and is not subject to silting from flood waters except in extreme cases.

The plants growing on the bog include ferns, mosses, sedge, and various kinds

of shrubbery.

The Gerach-Griffin bog, which is located 6.3 miles southeast from the

Soda community, is horse shoe-shaped and covers an area of approximately 8

acres. This bog originated as a result of accumulation in a lower lying
marsh of spring and seep waters derived from the Willis formation.

The bog is densely vegetated with shrubbery and even large trees on the

marginal areas, except in limited areas. The quaking action so characteris-

tic of peat bogs when being walked upon is much less noticeable in the por-
tion of the bog which is thickly interlaced with the roots of trees and shrubs
Measurements of the thickness of the deposit were made by thrusting sticks or

rods through the spongy peat, and such measurements indicate an average thick-

ness of 3 to 6 feet. The presence of so much shrubbery and some trees on the

bog may indicate that the peat is woody in places, in which case it would be

of less commercial possibilities. However, such samples as were obtained were

soft and brown and appeared to consist largely of partially decayed ferns and

mosses. It is possible that woody vegetation has covered the bog after the

main peat development became arrested.

Hice Sands.-—The latter part of August and all of September were used
in locating:, napping, and ascertaining the various uses being made of "rice

sands”. Five fairly large deposits of these sands were located, three of
which were napped.

Hice sands occur in the base of the Catahoula formation. They are not
continuous but exist as isolated lenticular masses. The coarseness in grain
texture of many of the sand grains, together with the white, highly polished
character, has suggested to many geologists the name rice sands. The sand
is used chiefly as a moulding sand by foundries in near-by cities. Other

uses include its use as a water-filter sand and use in connection with the

tombstone industry, where it is used as a sand-blast.

During the latter part of August the project operated in Tyler County,
just across the Polk County line, where a deposit of rice sands occurring on

the W. A. Barnes farm was napped. Due to the relatively rapid rate at which

test holes could he hored in the soft sand material at this place, fifty such
holes were drilled over the outcrop area. As a result it was possible to

determine the nature of the deposit and to obtain the size of the area ?/here

commercial sand was available. The area thus napped revealed the sand lense
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to extend approximately 1500 feet in length and about 600 feet in width. The

average thickness of the sand near the central portion of the area was about

15 feet. It was noted that the sand mas thinned gradually in all directions

from the center. The underground water-table was reached in most of the holes

at approximately 8 feet. The thickness of the sand in the test holes drilled

around the outer edges ranged from 6 to 10 feet.

The sane procedure as the above has been carried out in napping of other

rice sands deposits. At the tine this report was prepared, a large deposit
of these sands was being napped at a place where the sand occurs overlying a

large deposit of volcanic ash. This locality is located 2 miles west of

Carmona on land belonging to the Edens-Birch Lumber Company. About twenty
test holes have been drilled to depths ranging from 20 to 4o feet. Each hole

serves a dual purpose in that it enables both the rice sands and the volcanic
ash to be napped. A cross section has been made in connection with the nap-

ping.

Houston County Unit

During the quarter ending September 30» 19^1» there have been employed
on W.P. Ho. ten certified and one non-certified workers. The project
headquarters are in Crockett, county seat of Houston County. The workers are

transported by truck to those parts of the county in which work is being done.
It is the .purpose of this project to explore for, nap, and report on the mineral

resources of this county.

Most of the time this quarter has been spent working on the bentonite in

the lower Landrum member of the Crockett formation.

This work, which, has "been the primary objective of the unit up to this

tine, consists of following the general strike of the Landrun formation and

drilling holes by hand-auger method to one or more of the bentonites which

serve as horizon markers in the formation. Surface elevations are carried

by plane-table and alidade, and all test wells are located by this method.
Much of Houston County is poorly exposed so that accurate determination of

the underlying strata can often be determined only by drilling. A total of

160 holes has been drilled by the unit in following the strike of these beds.

A few days were spent working on the terraces of Trinity River west of Crockett,
which will be discussed in a later paragraph. Three layers of bentonite have
been found. The first two were known from work done before this project was

started; the third, and lowest, bed was found in the latter part of this quar-
ter. The first, or upper, layer of bentonite is uniformly 3*5 feet thick. It
is massive, waxy, green, and free of impurities. Small flakes of muscovite

may be seen on freshly broken surfaces. The bentonite bed is an Important po-
tential source of commercial bentonite. The thickness of the bed is greater
than that of many commercial bentonite beds now being worked, and it has the

advantage of being located near a railroad and highway. This is separated from

the second layer of bentonite by an interval of 11.2 feet, composed of gray to

brown, calcareous, fossiliferous plastic shales and marls, and three layers of

more or less concentric clay-ironstone concretions.
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The second layer of bentonite is uniformly 0.5 foet in thickness. It is

green to yellow-green and varies from fairly pure to impure bentonite. It is

separated from the third layer of bentonite by a stratigraphic interval of 15
to 20 feet, which is composed of fossilifcrpus, glauconitic marl, limestone,
clay-ironstone concretions, and gray to black fossiliferous shales interfingered
with numerous gray and yellow silt partings.

The third layer of bentonite is from 1 to 2 feet thick, green to brown
in color, and contains more muscovite than the other bentonites. A peculiar
condition has developed in this layer of bentonite in that it has become well

indurated in places. The indurated portions have turned yellow and are as re-

sistant to weathering as limestone. They exhibit slippage planes, filled

cracks, and joints. The indurated portions of the bentonite nay extend for

only a foot or so laterally with an abrupt change to the unaltered bentonite.

Probably at no place does the indurated bentonite extend for any great distance
but appears to be isolated masses.

The first layer of bentonite has been demonstrated to occur in commercial

quantities and appears to be of high quality. The second layer is important
only in so far as it is a good horizon marker. The third layer of bentonite

is also only of stratigraphic importance unless the bed thickens in other

places not yet found by the unit. This third layer of bentonite, however, will

add additional thickness and another stratigraphic marker to the Hurricane len-

til.

The unit is now working about a mile north of Porter Springs, which is be-
tween Crockett and Trinity River. In this region the streans and tributaries

are more numerous than in other localities, and it is possible to find expos-

ures of one of the bentonite layers in almost any of these streams or branches.

At least fifteen different outcrops of the upper bentonite have been found in
the last few W'eeks. This layer of bentonite is not so easily recognized unless

the underlying limestone layer can be found exposed. The third layer of ben-
tonite has been found exposed in three different places. Fossil localities
have been found at nearly all of these exposures.

Due to the proximity of the streams and gullies in the region in which

the unit is now working, it will not be necessary to drill so many holes, since

the necessary data can be obtained directly from the exposures. In such well

exposed areas the work is greatly speeded up, but unfortunately relatively few

well exposed areas are found in this region*

About ten days were spent drilling holes on the terraces of Trinity River
west of Crockett* Elevations were carried to all the holes which were drilled

on the flood plain and the three river terraces, nineteen holes were drilled
in completing this section. Across this traverse the flood plain is rather

broad, Terrace A is broad, Terrace 3 is rather narrow, and Terrace C is ex-

tremely wide. The total width of the terrace deposits at this locality is about

7 miles. A profile section of the terraces was made together with the plane-
table nap on which elevations and traverse wore plotted* A similar terrace

section was made in the northwest port of the county as the first work under-

taken by the Houston County Unit. At this place, also, most of the work was

done on Terrace C, but lower terraces were included in the section to show the

relationship of the several terraces.
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The work done by this unit previous to this quarter was of the same nature
and on the sane problem as covered in this report. The problem of tracing the

bentonites of the Hurricane lentil would require some months for completion.
Also, various other mineral resources worthy of investigation are known to exist
within the county and can be investigated satisfactorily by this type of field

unit.

Other Terraces

In addition to the work done on terraces of Trinity Paver, several of the

field units were engaged for a portion of their working time on terraces of
other streams. The Bee-Goliad County unit made extensive excavations and ob-

tained a large vertebrate fauna from terraces of Blanco and Medio creeks. The

Live Oak-San Patricio county unit made collections from terraces of Nueces River,

Lagarte Creek, Sulphur Creek, and Aransas River. The Stonewall County unit was

engaged exclusively in collecting from terraces of Brazos River, the resulting
collection being an exceptionally fine terrace fauna.

A study of the different faunas is under way, and a number of fossils have

already been described, but since the total collection includes a very large
number of fossils, some time will be required before it is completed.

Bee and Goliad County Units

The first field unit to be operated by the State-wide Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey was stationed in Beevillo, county seat of Bee County. This
unit was operated for a longer period of time than any other single field unit
of the project. Most of the working time was devoted to the location and ex-

cavation of vertebrate fossil localities in the Pliocene and Pleistocene beds

of that region. Previous to the work of this project, no large collections had

been made from these rock groups on the Coastal Plain of Texas.

In Bee County some sixteen or eighteen sites were excavated in the Goliad

formation of Pliocene age and in the terraces of Blanco and Medio Creeks which

are of Pleistocene age. In several respects the most important single site to

he worked was Site No. 1, located on the west bluff of Blanco Creek on the

Buckner ranch about 1 nile above the Blanco Creek highway bridge west of Ber-

clair. At this site was found the unusual condition of two fossil-producing
horizons at the same location. The lower horizon in the Goliad formation con-

tained a very rich concentration of vertebrate remains, while the upper horizon,
a Pleistocene terrace separated from the underlying Goliad by unconformity,
contained a number of fossils which, however, were much less abundant than in

the underlying beds. The terrace also contained a number of artifacts made by
early man. Extensive work at this site resulted in a large collection of ma-

terial, especially from the Pliocene horizon. A description of this site and

other sites as well as faunal lists for each appear in earlier quarterly reports
and in the Bulletin of the Geological Society of America, Vol. November,
1940.

Thc discovery of a large fauna in the Pliocene horizon at Site No. 1

initiated a further search at other localities, which resulted in the discovery
of two no re excellent sites in the Goliad formation in Bee County.
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The terrace horizon proved of such geologic interest that it was traced down-

stream to its confluence with the Coastal Plain beds. On Blanco Creek a number
of additional fossil sites were worked at downstream points from Site No. 1.

The total collections from these various sites resulted in an excellent fauna

which can be used for purposes of correlation.

Two additional noteworthy sites in the Goliad formation located respect-
ively in Medio Creek on the Parrish ranch (Site No. 15-A) and about 2 miles
east of Normanna (Site No. 19) were worked on an extensive basis. Both sites

produced varied faunas, but in Site No. 15-A the remains of Rhinoceros wore the

dominant faunal element. Collections from Sites No. 1, No. 15-A, and No. 19

represent an excellent study collection from the Coastal Pliocene. When de-

tailed studies of these fossils have been completed, the age of the Goliad

formation will be much better understood.

The last months of operation were spent in reconnaissance and in small-

scale collecting in Goliad County. A number of localities containing verte-

brates were located, none of which was worth extensive excavation. After the

reconnaissance was completed, the unit.was engaged for several weeks in making
core hole tests of the strata underlying the more Important fossil localities.

The unit suspended operation on June 19, 19^1*

Live Oak and San Patricio County Units

One of the first units to bo put in operation by the State-Wide project
was stationed in Live Oak County. This unit was used first in making collec-
tions of Pleistocene vertebrates at three localities which were found before

the project started. Later, as was the general practice on all field units,
extensive reconnaissance was made over a large portion of the county. A great
deal of effort was made to locate fossils in the Oakville and Goliad formations,
and an appreciable amount of tine was spent in examining exposed areas in the

Pleistocene terraces, especially along Nueces River and Sulphur Creek.

Unfortunately no fossils whatsoever of diagnostic value were found in the

Oakville formation, and only one important deposit was discovered in the Goliad

formation. The Pleistocene terraces proved much more prolific, and a consider-

able number of sites were found and excavated. None of the terrace sites

yielded a large number of fossils, but the total assemblage from all sites is

large and varied enough to be an important study collection.

By far the largest site to he excavated in Live Oak County was on the
west hank of Ten Mile Creek, about IbOO feet downstream from the bridge on the

George West-Beeville highway. This site is in the Lapara sandstone in the lower

part of the Goliad formation. Several hundred identifiable fossils were re-

covered from this site, most of the specimens being isolated teeth and skeletal

elements. Very little articulated material was found, although a few good jaws
and naxillaries were recovered. The disarticulated condition of the fossils

is probably explained by the cross-bedded gravel in which they occur. The
vels were obviously deposited by a fairly strong current of water, and the en-

closed bones were almost surely subjected to some transport with consequent dis-

articulation and fragmentation before they were permanently lodged in place.



This site on Ten Mile Creek produced one of the four or five really im-

portant collections made in the Gulf Coast Pliocene. The large number of fos-

sils includes some twelve or fourteen genera of animals and a much larger num-

ber of species. The collection is valuable for faunal studies and for use in

stratigraphic correlation, but no part of it is useful for museum exhibit pur-

poses.

After work was completed in Live Oak County the unit was moved to San

Patricio County. Only two sites were worked in San Patricio County and one of

these for only a relatively short tine. The first and principal site was at
the Tedford caliche pit, 1 mile east of Ingleside. This pit proved to be by
far the most prolific Pleistocene fossil locality of any worked by the entire

project. It is, in fact, one of the more important Pleistocene fossil locali-

ties in the United States.

The field unit was continuously active at the Tedford pit for many months.
It was in the fortunate position of being able to work the fossil horizon after
the overburden of caliche had been removed by the county for road building pur-

poses. As the pit was gradually enlarged, more and more fossils came to light
which could be collected with comparative ease and rapidity. The caliche was

removed from an area of 4 or 5 acres, thus permitting the unit to work fossils
from an area many times as large as the ordinary quarry.

The deposit in which the Tedford pit is located is evidently a filled pond
of late Pleistocene age. The sidinents consist of medium-grained, unconsoli-

dated sand with lenses of sandy clay and a considerable amount of secondary
caliche near the top. This pond fill has a total thickness of 12 to 15 feet
and is resting on older Pleistocene strata. The vertebrate fossils were found
at all horizons within the pond fill but were perhaps more abundant near the

base. For some reason not easy to explain the several good skulls and numerous

articulated specimens recovered in the pit were almost invariably found well

above the base of the deposit at horizons in which fossils were relatively rare.

One possible explanation of this condition is that the sediments were laid down

more rapidly during the later stages of filling, consequently covering and

preserving specimens which would have been broken and disarticulated if left

exposed for longer periods of tine.

The exceptionally large fauna recovered can be explained in part by the

fact that a very large area was worked, thus increasing the possibilities of

obtaining representative specimens of many forms of animal life. More than

thirty genera of animals and a larger number of species were obtained. It is

doubtful whether within the pit any area the size of an average fossil quarry

would have produced representatives of half this number of forms. Another ex-

planation of the varied assemblage of animals is that of environment; the rather

large fresh-water pond in which the fossil-bearing sediments accumulated doubt-

less contained a constant supply of water for a considerable period of time.
Such animals as turtles, frogs, fish, and alligators inhabited the waters; and

land mammals and birds frequented the pond at intervals. During the course of

slow filling it may be assumed that some members of a large proportion of the
different animals which frequented the pond died at or in the pond, tind their

remains were entombed within the sediments. The Tedford pit fauna is a splendid
representation of the animal life of the time. Faunal lists for this pit are

found in the laboratory section of this report.
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The second locality to be worked in San Patricio County is located 1 mile
north of the Aransas River bridge on the Sinton-Refugio highway and on the

west bank of Aransas Creek. This site had been worked to a limited extent in

the, past, and a number of fossils had been described fron it. Further collect-

ing was desirable, however, because it was considered possible that the fauna

night be appreciably enlarged by additional work. Several weeks were spent in

excavating along the strike of the fossil-producing horizon, but no concentra-

tions of material were found. A number of fossils, nearly all of which were in

fragmentary condition, were found along with a few very good study specimens.
The site was abandoned because the material was too scattered and fragmentary
to justify further work.

Stonewall County Unit

The Stonewall County field unit began operation on November 13, 1939» an&

closed on December 28, During its thirteen months of operation, this unit

was engaged exclusively in locating and making collections of vertebrate fossils

from the Pleistocene terraces of Brazos River. Previous to the work done by
the Stonewall County unit, no good faunas had been obtained from the river ter-

races of west Texas, although the number of isolated specimens found previously
was sufficient to indicate that good collections would result from sustained

systematic work. Material from these terraces was especially desirable, because

one of the problems in Texas Quarternary geology is the correlation of stream

terraces throughout their complete extent across the State*

Frantically all of the work done was in a series of sites located at varl

ous places in the river terraces, most of which were in the highest terrace.

This deposit is a well developed terrace lying about 80 feet above the present
flood plain of Brazos River. It is composed primarily of cross-bedded sands

and gravel with some silts and clays in the upper levels. The total thickness
is from 4o to feet.

The first series of important sites is located from ~[\ to 8 miles north of

Swenson, where a large eroded area in the terrace is located. Several months

were spent in this general locality, and some exceptionally good Pleistocene

fossils, including a complete skull of a large extinct bison and a partial skull
of an elephant, were found. A large number of complete teeth and limb bones,
representing eight or ten genera of mammals, were also recovered.

The second general locality to be worked is located llj miles north and
east of Old Glory on the Jim Cameron farm. At this locality several isolated

sites were found in which fossils proved to be exceptionally abundant. Minor
amounts of work were done at several of these sites in order to determine the

best place for extended excavation. The fossils recovered fron this latter

locality were even more abundant and better preserved than those in the Swenson

area. The resulting collection, when completely prepared and studied, will be

most useful in stratigraphic correlation of the Pleistocene deposits of Texas.

The terrace fron which these fossils were obtained is the best developed
terrace of Brazos River in west Texas* It is possibly significant that ninor

amounts of altered volcanic ash a,re included with the other sediments making up
the deposit.
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The ash, where intimately intermixed with the other sediment, gives a decided

greenish color to the deposit. The green lenticular masses within the terrace

probably represent meander scars or ox-bow lakes, in which water stood more or

less permanently. These greenish lentils have the appearance of being in part
pond sediments. It is in these beds that the best concentrations of vertebrate

fossils were found.

Northeast Texas Cretaceous Fossils

Three units of the Faleontologic-Mineralogic Survey were operated for a

total of eighteen months in northeast Texas. The three counties in which work

was done, Lamar, Fannin, and Grayson, are crossed by the outcrop belt of the

Eagle Eord, Austin, and Taylor groups of Cretaceous age. Numerous rock quarries
have been opened in all these counties for the purpose of obtaining limestone
and marl used in road construction. It was known previous to the beginning of

these units that vertebrate fossils, especially fish and the large swimming
reptiles, nosasaurs, had been found by workmen in these quarries. The first

purpose of these units was to obtain a representative collection of such verte-

brate and invertebrate material as could be found in either the rook quarries or

in natural exposures within the counties where the imits were operating.

Lamar County Unit

The first county unit established in northeast Texas was stationed in Paris,

county seat of Lamar County. This unit operated first at a site 1 mile north

of Roxton and 300 feet east of State highvray No. 128. This site was in a large
open pit in cross-bedded ferruginous limestone,'known to contain several types
of rare and interesting fossils. The fossils at this site occur in deep red

ferruginous concretions scattered throughout the limestone beds. To obtain these

concretions it was necessary for the unit to quarry considerable quantities of

rock. At first each concretion was broken to determine the presence or absence
of a fossil within the concretion, but after it was discovered that practically
all the concretions were fossil bearing, the unit discontinued the practice of

breaking the concretions and shipped them directly to the preparatory laboratory
where they could be opened with greater care and with loss chance of breaking
the enclosed fossils.

Two types of interesting fossils were almost equally abundant in this pit:
the first a small variety of teleost fish and the second a new species of lob-

ster, later determined to belong to the genus Astacodes* At two places, within

the quarry were snail concentrations of mosasaur bones. The nosasaur material,
while interesting, did not prove of very great importance because the bones were

highly distorted and were enclosed in such hard material as to make the material

difficult to prepare. The fish and lobsters, however, could be removed from

the material and preserved in excellent condition.

Another site 0.2 mile northeast of Roxton on the west side of highway
No. 188 was also worked for a United period of tine. The fossil material at
this site occurs at the sane horizon as that of the Roxton locality. Work done

at this site was sufficient only to determine that the fauna was the same as

the Roxton Material hut somewhat less abundant. Numerous additional sites in the

Cretaceous of Lamar County were examined and worked to a limited extent, hut no

other place was found which contained as many vertebrate fossils as the original
Roxton site.
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At one locality on the south bluff of Red River valley 6 miles northwest of
Chicota and 0.7 mile west of the Razor community, several weeks were spent in

collecting fossil plants from the Eagle Ford formation. Loaf impressions were

found scattered through a cross-bedded sandstone and were usually on the inside
of hard concretions. In places the sandstone strata were separated by thin shale

partings. Leaf impressions were common in this shale but were usually less dis-

tinct than those collected from the sandstone material. Associated with these

plants were thin lenticular beds of lignite and other organic material.

In addition to the v/ork of exploring and collecting from the Cretaceous

rocks, reconnaissance was made of the general area to determine whether other

important fossil localities could be located. In the course of this reconnais-

sance two sites were found in the Pleistocene, each of which was worked long

enough to get a representative collection of the material present. The first of

these two Pleistocene sites is located one-half mile south of Atlas on a small

creek. The deposit was a shallow valley fill, and was found to contain only a

part of a lower jaw and an isolated molar of elephant. The second site was in

a gravel pit 2-J miles northwest of Emberson and about 11 miles northwest of Paris.

At this site a lower jaw of a baby mastodon and some small limb bones of camel

were collected. Other fossils, including horse teeth, were found at this site,
but the material was too scattered to justify large scale excavations.

Fannin County Unit

After the work in Lanar County had been completed a similar unit was set

up in Fannin County, The principal site worked in Fannin County was at the

Savoy rock pit, 4.3 miles south of Savoy. This site is in the basal portion of

the Austin chalk just above the Eagle Ford formation. At this location the chalk

is near the change of facies.into the Bonham clay and has lost much of its lime-
stone character. The formation really is marl containing thin beds of clay; it

disintegrates readily after exposure to weathering.

Several months were spent at this pit exposing the two horizons in which

fossil fish were found to be most abundant. Most of the fish were small, ranging
from 1 to 3 feet in length, and usually preserved in a highly flattened condition.

One large fish, measuring more than 15 feet in length, was recovered from the

upper horizon, but this specimen has not yet been worked from the enclosing rock,
so it is not known how complete it will prove to be. In addition to this fish,
two crabs, some bones of mosasaur, and a block containing articulated limb bones
of a small dinosaur or bird were found. The collection made from the Savoy pit
is one of the largest fossil fish collections made by the project and will make

interesting and important study after it has been prepared.

Grayson County Unit

The work done by the field unit in Grayson County was conducted in a way
similar to that of Fannin and Lanar counties. The rocks which were investigated
and from which fossils were collected "belong to the Gulf series of the Cretaceous.

Due to the absence of good natural exposures within the county, a great deal of

the work was done in rock quarries and pits where the freshly exposed strata

could "be examined. A list was made of all the rock pits within the county, and

a. systematic inspection of these pits was one of the first tasks undertaken by
the unit.
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The first site to be worked was near Southnayed, where a few specimens of

plesiosaurs had been found. Special attention was given to this site because

of the extreme rarity of good plesiosaur material. The site was worked until

its possibilities had been exhausted, and some material was recovered. Another
site worked by this unit is located at a large rock quarry 3 niles north and

2.2 miles east of the Grayson County courthouse. Eossils at this site consisted

principally of fossil teleost fish. The work at this site was done in coopera-

tion with a WPA road project which .was quarrying road surface materials. Uhen
rocks containing fossils were exposed during the work, the paleontological unit

was given the opportunity of blocking out and preserving the fossils. In this

way more material was obtained than would have been possible otherwise. A lime-

stone strata 6 to 10 inches thick, occurring about 3 feet above the quarry floor,
was the most fossiliferous portion of the beds. The majority of the fossils

were poorly preserved, but complete specimens were recovered occasionally.

The total collection of fossil fish, crustaceans, and reptiles recovered

by the three northeast Texas units is of considerable importance. The material
is stored at the Bureau of Economic Geology laboratory where it will ultimately
be prepared for study. Since most of the fossil remains are enclosed in modera-

tely hard rock, preparation will necessarily proceed slowly. After the material

has been prepared, competent scientists will be assigned to the task of describ-

ing and identifying the fossils.

Red Beds of North and West Texas

Large areas in north-central and west Texas are covered by continental

deposits consisting largely of sandstone and red shales. These deposits which

are known as red beds occur in the Upper Pennsylvanian, the Permian, and the

Triassic systems. One of the principal objectives of the State-wide Survey was

to secure a collection of fossils from selected red bed localities, especially
in those localities where no good paleontologic data were available. Strata of

red bed facies are characteristically discontinuous and are consequently very
difficult to correlate over extended areas. The need for good fossils is es-

pecially great for interpretation of stratigraphy in red bed areas.

Pour units of the Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey were engaged for a con-

siderable time in making collections from the red beds in Taylor, Howard, Clay,
and Crosby counties. Large and valuable collections were made by each of these

units, the results of the Howard County unit being particularly outstanding.
No one of the above named units was engaged exclusively in collecting fossils
from the red beds, but since this was a principal function of each, the four

units are grouped together,.

Taylor County Unit

The field unit in Taylor County “began operation on April 2, 1939» and was

continuously active until August 31> During this period, large scale ex-

cavations for vertebrate fossils were made in rocks of the Clear Pork Permian

group, and collections were also made from deposits of the late Ploistocene in

the region.
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In the beginning this unit was used in making a general reconnaissance

throughout Taylor County. An effort was made to locate as many vertebrate sites

as possible and to determine which of these sites were worthy of excavation;

consequently, several localities were worked only for a short period. Most of
the Pleistocene sites proved of little value, but two localities, one on the

Grady Parmally farm in the southwest part of the county and the other on the
John Guitar estate 4 miles oast of Abilene, were promising enough to warrant

fairly extended work.

The Parmally farm site is located near the head of a deep arroyo, cutting
through Pleistocene valley fill, within one of the numerous reentrants in the

Cretaceous overlap. At this site an excellently preserved mastodon jaw, some

elephant teeth, and a few scattered remains of horse were found. The quality
and abundance of the material at this place made the site of more than usual

interest, but the amount of work to be done was limited because of rapidly in-

creasing overburden. After the original excavation was finished, it would have

been necessary to remove an overburden 28 to 30 feet thick in order to expose

more of the fossil bed. Por this reason the site was abandoned*

On the John Guitar estate a Pleistocene locality was found in a valley-fill
deposit only 6 or 8 feet below the present land surface. Vertebrate material in

this site was abundant. However, so much of the material was fragmentary and

poorly preserved that the site was abandoned after exploratory digging.

By far the largest and most important excavation to be opened in Taylor
County was on the Sid McAdams farm about 4 miles southwest of Lawn in the ex-

treme southern portion of the county. This site is in the Choza formation ap-

proximately 50 feet above the contact of the Clear Pork and the Wichita Pemian

groups. The fossil bed in this site was quite extensive, outcropping around a

low mesa-like hill and extending over more than 1,000 feet along the strike of
the bed. Numerous test pits were dug through this fossil horizon in order to

locate concentrated masses of fossils* In the several places where fossils

proved to be excaptionally abundant, large excavations were made, and many hun-

dreds of specimens were collected. The Permian carnivorous reptile Dimetrodon

proved to be the most abundant single form found in this locality. However,
other reptiles and fish and plants were present in considerable numbers. The

association at this site of land vertebrates, fish, plants, and even a few small
invertebrates is an interesting and important ecological association.

Although most of the fossils found in the Sid McAdams site were cracked and

broken,' as is practically always the case where vertebrate material occurs in

red beds, the preservation is exceptionally good. Practically all of the bones

were without serious distortion and were easily worked free from the enclosing
matrix. Much of the material was found in semi-articulation and was collected
in large blocks. Isolated specimens were usually collected individually, either

in small plastered packages or, when the specimen was unusually well preserved,
simply removed from the clay and placed in a cloth bag.

Another Permian locality worked in Taylor County is located on the John
Guitar estate about one-fourth mile southwest of the Pleistocene site to which

reference has already been made. While neither as large nor as prolific as the

Sid McAdams site, the Guitar locality proved to be an important supplement to

the former. As in the McAdams site* the association of forms in the Guitar lo-

cality proved to be one of the most interesting and important features. Here

again land vertebrates, plants, and some invertebrate material were found within

the same horizon. An exceptionally good collection of Permian plants was made
at this site.
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Howard County Unit

The field unit in Howard County was set up specifically for locating and

collecting vertebrate fossils from the Dockum beds of Triassic age and from the

several known Pleistocene sites within the county. This unit was active for a

period of about IS months, during which time it succeeded in assembling one of

the best collections made by any unit of the State-wide Survey.

In the beginning this unit was occupied largely with reconnaissance and

exploratory excavating. Minor collections Y/ere made from both the Triassic and
the Pleistocene during the exploratory phase of the unit*s work. The reconnais-

sance resulted in the discovery of a large and prolific vertebrate fossil lo-

cality in the vicinity of Otis Chalk, in the extreme southeastern part of the

county. This area includes several hundred acres of badlands in which numerous

sites containing vertebrate fossils Y/ere found. It was in the Otis Chalk area

that most of the work was done.

The first several sites to he worked produced limited numbers of valuable

specimens, mostly Buettneria, phytosaurs, and Desnatosuchus. During the excava-

tion of these sites two quarries were found, each containing numerous bones of

a small reptile. This small reptile, known as Trilophosaurus, was previously
knoY/n only from a jaw fragment containing three teeth. Consequently, the dis-

covery of a large number of the skeletal parts of this animal was of great
scientific importance.

Quarries No. 1 and No. 2, located only about 700 feet apart and at slightly
different stratigraphic horizons, were worked continuously for many months.

Quarry No. 1 was more easily worked due to less overburden on the fossil horizon

and was somewhat more prolific than quarry No. 2. Several hundred complete
bones and one nearly complete articulated skeleton of Trilophosaurus ?/ere re-

covered fron quarry No. 1, as well as a large number of fragmentary bones of
the same animal. A somewhat smaller amount of Trilopho saurus material was re-

covered fron quarry No. 2. It is interesting to note that Trilopho saurus bones

in quarry No. 2 were from much smaller animals than those fron quarry No. 1,
even though the quarries are very close together both laterally and stratigraphi-
cally. Both quarries contained a few skeletal parts of the amphibian Buettneria

and of the phytosaurs.

A third site, designated as quarry No. 3» opened in the Otis Chalk area,

contained abundant remains of Buettneria, Desnatosuchus, and phytosaurs. Ten

or twelve good skulls and one articulated partial skeleton were recovered from

this quarry, as well as large numbers of other skeletal parts. Within the near

vicinity of quarry No. 3» a number of isolated specimens were found and col-

lected.

Thc fossils fron tho Triassic of Howard County are an important contribu-
tion to science. A study of the Trilophosaurus material has "been made, and
the report is now in manuscript awaiting publication. Another study of the

Buettneria material is now in progress and will probably be completed a

few months, Separate studies of the phytosaurs and of the Desnatosuchus material
is planned for the very near future.
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Clay, Montague, Cook, and Jack County Units

The Clay County field unit was originally organized for the purpose of

obtaining collections of vertebrate and plant fossils from the Upper Pennsyl-
vanian and Lower Permian rocks of that area. The primary objective in securing
such collections v/as to aid in further stratigraphic studies in the north-central

Texas area. The stratigraphy of the red bed facies of the Permian and Penn-

sylvanian is at best imperfectly understood and because of the discontinuous

character of the individual rock strata cannot be correlated as is usually possi-
ble with marine beds. The contact between the Pennsylvanian and Permian sys-

tems has never been definitely determined in the area nor have the contacts

between the different formations comprising the Wichita group of the Permian.

The need for diagnostic vertebrate and plant fossils from these beds can hardly
be overestimated, since they offer the only apparent means of suitable corre-

lation.

For several months the field unit was used in making a general reconnais-

sance survey of the entire region in which more detailed work was contemplated.
During the period of reconnaissance, small scale excavations were made at a

large number of localities where surface fossil material was found. As was to

be expected, most of the localities proved of little importance, but several

places, notably Halsell Hill, Thaxton ranch, Walter Shutt ranch, and Himme

farm localities, were found to be very promising. Subsequent work at these

localities resulted in an excellent collection of fossil reptile and amphibian
material. The collections include material from a number of horizons, which
is very desirable when the fossils are to be used in stratigraphic studies.

In addition to the vertebrate fossils, several excellent collections of

fossil plants and insects were also obtained. The plants, in particular, nay
prove to be useful in studies intended to define more closely the contact be-

tween the Pennsylvanian and the Permian systems. Only a part of the various

types of fossils collected by the Clay County field unit has as yet been pre-

pared. Several months of additional work in the preparators* laboratory will
be required before any studies can be made of the fauna and flora. However,
the brief field examinations and the preliminary studies v/hich have been made
of the specimens already in the process of preparation in the laboratory are

sufficient to show that much useful information is to be gained from the final
studies.

When the present National emergency became evident, the Clay County unit,
like the other units which had been engaged in paleontological work, was

changed to mineral investigation* At the tine of change in type of work,
Montague County was included in the working area of this unit. The principal
undertaking in mineral exploration was the investigation of an asphalt deposit
in the vicinity of St. Joe in eastern Montague County, Asphalt at this locality
has "been known for many years, and at one time a small quantity Y/as produced
for use in street paving. A great deal of pertinent information, however, was

not known. The purpose of the investigation was to determine, as far as possi-
ble, the extent of the deposit within the county and to test the thickness and

quality of the material at a number of places. Work was started on G-ordon

Mountain about miles north from St. Joe where the asphalt crops out at sev-

eral places. From this locality the horizon Y/as followed south and east, and

test holes were dug into the bed at places where it was not well exposed. It

was found that the asphalt was not of uniform grade or concentration but, on
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the contrary, extremely variable from place to place. At nearly all places,
however, some trace of the asphaltic material was found at the horizon which

locally carries concentrations up to 4J to 5 feet thick.

The asphalt occurs near the top of the Trinity sandstone, a few feet be-

low the base of the Walnut shale. Its thickness varies from a few inches to

5 feet, and the quality is equally variable in that in some places it is seen

only as brown-stained sands with very minor amounts of asphalt, while in other

places the concentration of asphalt is great enough to give the material a

tough plasticity capable of being moulded by the pressure of the hands. Some

samples were found that would flow like very viscous oil when placed in the

heat of the sun; The color is from dark brown to black. The material is actu-

ally an asphalt-impregnated sandstone; at no place was it found in any other
kind of rock.

Test pits dug by the field unit were carried well back into the slopes
beyond the talus debris which often conceals the bed. Eresh samples were thus

obtained which were submitted to the Bureau of Economic Geology for chemical

analysis* A series of these tests indicated that the thickest and best por-
tion of the asphalt is to be found on the east slope of Gordon Mountain.

However, as the deposit is traced southeastward and downdip on the enclosing •
bed, the asphalt bed becomes thicker, and the material is apparently of better

quality.

The thickest deposit and the best quality of material seen at any place
in the entire deposit was in Cook County on the Mike Kleiss farm, which is ap-

proximately the easternmost limit of the deposit as traced.

The work done by the field unit on the asphalt occurrence is of value in

that it extended knowledge of the extent of the deposit and proved the fact
that the bed is variable in quality and quantity from place to place, and a

number of samples were obtained for laboratory analysis. This material is not

at the present being developed, but it is a reserve source which may ultimately
come into importance for use as a paving material or as a source for hydro-
carbons.

Analyses made in the chemical laboratory at the Bureau of Economic Geology,
Austin, on samples collected by this field unit gave the following results, all

samples being taken from localities in the Trinity sand;

Locality
Percentage of

Asphalt

Montague County:

1. South side of Gordon Gap; average for four tests —- 10.7

2. North side of Gordon Gap;
for three tests - - -

hard asphalt; average
- 5.7

3*' North side of Gordon Gap;
for three tests - - - - -

soft asphalt; average
- 7.6

4.- 1,4 miles north of Gordon Gap, 200 yards from old
mine shaft; top zone; average for four tests - - -

Bottom zone, average for three tests - - -

- 10.4
- 4.5
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3?or a short time the unit was employed in tracing some of the coal beds

which are known to occur at several places in the Harpersville formation in

Montague and Jack counties. Again the system of test pitting was employed in

exposing the horizon ordinarily occupied by the coal seams when these horizons

were concealed beneath soil or talus. Although one or two beds were traced be-

yond the limits where they could be mapped from surface exposures, no important
new information was obtained.

Crosby County Unit

The field unit in Crosby County was in operation for a total of 11J- months.

The first work was done in the southern part of the county and consisted of col-

lecting vertebrate fossils from the Dockun beds of Triassic age. Several months

were spent in collecting from two main localities: the first at the head of

Holmes Creek on the Swenson ranch and the second in the vicinity of "Cedar

Mountain" or "Uigger Hill" on the Brunson ranch. Both localities were worked in

numerous isolated sites rather than in any main quarries. Collections made at

these two localities include some very valuable fossil materialmost of which

is referable to the phytosaurs and the amphibian Bucttneria. This material is

still in the process of being prepared for study. The Crosby County Triassic

fossils together with the collection made in Howard County will add greatly to

the knowledge of the fauna of the west Texas Triassic.

The latter part of the work in Crosby County was in the Blanco beds of
White River and Crawfish canyons, about 12 miles north of Crosbyton. Collections

of vertebrate fossils from several horizons in the Blanco beds were made, and a

deposit of diatonaceous earth in the sane fomation was investigated.

5-

Locality Percentage of

Asphalt

1.4 miles north of Gordon Gap; 50 feet south of

old mine shaft; Black zone, average for three

tests - - - 10.5
Brown zone--- - - — — - — 2.4

6. West side of Gordon Mountain, 3*4 miles north,
l4 miles west of Saint Jo; average for three tests - 12.5

7- West slope of Gordon Mountain, 0.4 mile from gate;
turn west 300 yards; average for three tests - - 2-3

8. West slope of Gordon Mountain about 0.8 mile north-

west of Gordon Gap; average for three tests - - — - 5.9

Cook County:

9- 5*9 miles east of Saint Jo, turn south on dirt road;
1.3 west 0.8 mile, south 0.1; average for three tests - 12.3

10. 5*9 miles east of Saint Jo, turn south on dirt road;
1.3 miles, west.0.8 mile, south 0.1 mile; average
for three tests — - 2.1
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The fauna of the Blanco beds is exceptionally interesting because it is almost

unique in the Pliocene of America. The assemblage of forms suggests a later

stage of advancement than the other faunas from well known Pliocene beds. The

Crosby County unit found and recovered a large number of fossils* The most abun-

dant elements in the collection are proboscideans (stegomastodonts) and camel,
but important numbers of various other forms were also found. Much of the Blanco

material has not been prepared in the laboratory, and until this lias been com-

pleted a final faunal list can not be prepared.

A total of seventeen different sites was excavated in the Blanco beds on

the J. S. Bridwell and the Smith ranches. All of these sites are within a radius
of 1 mile of the point where the Cone-Mt. Blanco road enters White River Canyon.
Most of the sites contained only a few fossils and consequently were worked to

only a limited extent. Two or three of the sites, however, developed into very
prolific quarries, and most of the collecting time was spent in them* The most

prolific horizons found were the basal sand member near and at the contact with
the brownish-red sands and clays of the underlying older Tertiary and another gray
pack-sand member situated about 4o feet above the base of the Blanco beds* It is

possibly significant that the camels were found to be dominant in the basal mem-

ber, while the proboscideans were equally dominant in the upper horizon*

During the latter part of the survey, investigations were made of diatoma-

ceous earth deposits which occur in the Blanco beds* A number of sections were

exposed in each of the two bods of diatomaceous earth in order that correct

measurements of thickness could be made and to obtain fresh samples for analysis.
During this work the unit supervisor and the sponsor’s geologist-in-charge made

a plane-table map of the Blanco beds including the outcrop of the two beds of

diatomaceous earth.

Chemical and microscopic analyses of the diatonaceous earth have been made

which prove the material to he of good quality. The possibility of commercial

development of this material depends upon the quantity of the material and the

amount of overburden which would have to be stripped away, as well as upon the

quality* It was' found that the upper beds attain a maximum thickness of to

6 feet at the outcrop and that it is overlain by l 6 to l&J- foet of clays, sand*
and caliche* At the present market value of diatomaceous earth, it is doubtful

whether it could be profitably produced unless the bed thickens in the unexposed
part of the deposit. The possibility that the deposit does thicken on the sub-
surface was being checked by core drilling at the time this report was being
written. The regular field unit was closed on July 5> but additional workers

were assigned to assist in the core drilling. The core drill and operator were

supplied by the sponsor.

Road Material Investigations

The Zavala and Dimmit County units of the Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey
were co-sponsored "by the Texas Highway Department and were used exclusively in

searching for road materials. Bcith these units were operated in the extreme

southern part of the State where local supplies of road materials were especially
needed for construction and repair of roads having military importance. The Texas

Highway Department supplied an electrical resistivity machine and operator for

use in the survey. The method of searching for the road material was carried on

along lines previously adopted hy the Highway Department. Areas were selected

adjacent to existing roads or proposed roads where production of the material
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would be feasible. These areas were then gone over with the electrical resis-

tivity survey to localize the more promising places for road material and to elim-

inate barren portions of the area. After this survey, project workers dug test

pits to determine the character, thickness, and quality of each deposit selected

by the resistivity method.

Zavala County Unit

The field unit in Zavala County was started on December 13, 1939» and opera-
ted until March 2J t 19^0.

The preliminary reconnaissance "by this unit covered an area of approximately
60 square miles along the drainage of Nueces River and a somewhat smaller area

along Leona River between Batesville and the east line of Zavala County, These

two areas were selected because they were within working range of the roads where

road materials were needed and because deposits of gravel often occur in such

stream terraces as were present in these areas.

The survey was successful in locating large deposits of gravel, caliche,
and gravel mixed with caliche. Estimates made by the unit supervisor indicate

that approximately one-quarter million cubic yards of road materials not pre-

viously known to exist in the county was located. Not all of the material proved
to be of good quality, but a large percentage of the total is of such quality as

to make it useful in road construction and repair.

Dimmit County Unit

The Dimmit County field unit was started on January 20, 1941, and operated
until May 3» The area selected for investigation by this unit included a

strip of terrain approximately 8 miles wide, extending along highway No. 85
e,cross Dimmit County* The surveyed area was approximately 360 square miles#

Within the surveyed area a large number of road material deposits were lo-

cated within easy accessibility of highway No# 85. Several types of road ma-

terial
, including sandstone, gravel, sand, and caliche, were found. The fact

that several types of material have been found available within convenient work-

ing range of a main highway is especially fortunate, since several materials

are required to fill the different requirements of road construction and mainte-

nance. The survey located deposits of stone suitable for rip-rap and for crushed

stone, deposits of sand and gravel which will serve as aggregate for concrete

mixture, and deposits of caliche useful in preparing road beds and for repair of

highway shoulders.

Tentative plans have been made to conduct more county surveys along the

general plan carried out in Zavala and Dimmit counties under the new Geological
Investigation Survey.

Strategic Minerals

During the latter part of the operation of the State-wide survey, increased
emphasis was put upon investigation of mineral resources, particularly upon those
minerals of strategic importance. Many of the units which had been started as

paleontologic units ?/ere transferred to work on mineral deposits. Three units,
however, ware set up exclusively for exploration of strategic mineral deposits,
and these are therefore grouped together; namely, Mason, Nolan, and Llano counties
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Mason County Unit

The field unit in Mason County was set up primarily to investigate an oc-

currence of cassiterite, a tin-bearing mineral which was known to exist in the

vicinity of Streeter, in the western part of Mason County. Tile specific ob-

jectives of the unit were to determine the area covered by the deposit, the de-

gree of concentration of the tin minerals at the various parts of the deposit,
and to ascertain the source from which the minerals were being derived* This

information was essential for determination of the possibility of economic pro-
duction of the tin. The need for metallic tin, which is regarded as a strategic
material in the National emergency, stimulated this undertaking.

The methods employed "by the unit consisted of panning all the snail streams

which make up the drainage pattern on the granite nass in .-which the tin occurs

and plotting each sample station on a nap of the area. The panning served to se-

lect the areas of highest concentrations fron the areas nearly or completely
barren. When the working area was thus narrowed down to the most promising
places, careful sampling was done to determine the percentage of residual cassit
erite with respect to given measures of stream gravel. Also trenches were cut

to remove the weathered mantle and expose the underlying granite, since it was

strongly suspected that the tin minerals were being released by weathering from

a source in the seams and pegmatites cutting the granite at many places.

The results of the work by this unit were entirely satisfactory in that the
work demonstrated that the tin minerals were widely disseminated over a large
area and that the cassiterite was always too weakly distributed through the

source rock to have commercial importance. The streams crossing the granite
mass are all small and consequently contain only limited amounts of cassiterite-

bearing gravel. At downstream points where larger deposits of channel gravel
are present, little or no tin minerals are found in the gravels. The specific
gravity of the tin minerals is relatively high, and for this reason the minerals

are not transported in quantity beyond a short distance from their source.

After the investigation of the tin minerals was completed, the Mason County
unit was engaged for some time investigating a deposit of magnesite about lj-
miles north of the Mason-Streeter road and 2.8 miles west of Mason. This de-

posit occurs in association with schist and other pre-Cambrian metamorphic
rocks.

The exposed area of the deposit is approximately 50 toy 100 feet. Trenches

were dug along the margin of the deposit, and several additional trenches were

dug through the alluvium adjacent to the magnesite deposit. These tests were

made to determine the character and attitude of the associated rocks. The de-

posit was sampled at a number of places, and a chemical analysis was made of

these samples. In order to ascertain fully the amount of magnesite present at

this locality, it would he necessary to core drill the mineral mass. Since the

field unit was not equipped for drilling, a study of the surface conditions only
could he made. The work done, however, was enough to show that the deposit is

of commercial importance.
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Nolan County Unit

Work Project No. 18197 was opened on June 10, 1941. During the entire

time of its operation the unit employed one non-certified and eleven certified

workers. The unit was based at Sweetwater, county seat of Nolan County. The

object of this survey was to extend knowledge of the mineral resources of

Nolan County, with special emphasis on the study of strontium minerals known to

exist in the vicinity of Lake Trammel in the north-central portion of the county.

During June and July a rapid reconnaissance was made over a considerable

portion of the county. This preliminary reconnaissance was to determine some-

thing of the distribution of the strontium minerals and to ascertain the quan-

tity and quality. Both celestite and strontianite wore discovered in several
localities not previously known. Several facts important to future work on the

celestite were developed. It was learned that the strontium minerals were not

confined to a single bed or to a limited local occurrence; that the minerals

occur as replacements in the thin limestone and dolomite beds of the Quarter-
master formation, and that these replacements are much better developed in some

places in the rock beds than at other places. This reconnaissance made possible
the selection of the more promising localities for more detailed work.

In the southern part of Nolan County, west and northwest of Blackwell,
strontium minerals occurring at several horizons were found at a number of lo-

calities. Good exposures wore located on farms owned by Mrs. M. E. Moore,
Robert McParlane, J. A. Oden, and Joe Jordan. Excavations were made at these
several localities to determine the thickness and uniformity of the mineral beds
and to obtain unweathered samples for chemical analysis. Maps are being pre-

pared of the area to show the outcrop line of the mineral beds. Tt/o geologic
sections were measured in this vicinity, one of which is here included.

Section No» 2. Geologic section in Double Mountain Permian in southern

Nolan County, Texas.

This section starts in a bluff of Antelope Creek, one-fourth mile west of

Antelope School and adjacent to north side of county road on the Oden farm;
all beds above No. l 4 in the section are measured at successive upstream points
from the above locality, while all beds below No. 10 in the section were meas-

ured at successive downstream points. Measurements were made with steel tape
and hand level.

Thickness

Trinity sandstone Peet

Unconfomity

Double Mountain Pemian-—

4l. Sandstone, soft, brown, eroded at c+0 ►d 1 1 I l l I I I t 2.0

4o. Shale, soft, brownish red - -

39. Sandstone, soft, light brown misted. with gray - - - - - 3.2
38. Clay, brown, sandy - 1.6
37* Sandstone, brownish, nedinn soft - 2.2

36. Sandy shale, brown, platy bedding 1.6

35. Sandstone, soft, white, medium to coarse in grain size 2.6
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The attitude of the rock strata in this area is generally a very
gentle homocline; the apparent direction of the dip being west or

northwest. However, the beds were noted to dip at relatively
steep angles in very localized places; in one place a dip of 9*5
feet within a horizontal distance of 215 feet was observed. Other
localities of comparably steep dips, and in one place a series of

snail reverse faults, were seen within the area of the above section.

3^. Sandstone, light brown, massive, medium grained - - - - 4.0

33- Shale, reddish brown ---------- -
- ----- 0.7

32. Sandstone, massive, medium hard, medium grained, brown

6.1grading to gray and white in upper portion - - - -

31* Clay, cocoa-brown - - - - 1.0

30. Sandstone, medium grained, white - - o.s
29. Siltstone, coarsely nodular, cocoa-brovm --- 3.6
28. Dolomite with varying amounts of celestite replacement;

bed is wavy in attitude, irregular in thickness - - 0.8

•i—CM Clay, cocoa-brown, containing some lighter colored

26.
streaks of fine-grained sand and silt --------- 2.1

Sandstone, gray to white, medium hard, saccharoidal texture 1.1

25. Sandstone, light brown, micaceous, fine grained - - - - 3.2
24. Sandstone, medium hard, light reddish-brown -- -- 7,5
23. Sandstone, light gray to white, very well stratified - - - 4.9
22. Siltstone, coarsely nodular, cocoa-colored, jointed - - 4.o
21. Clay, silty, brown, containing seams of celestite - - - 0.8
20. Sandstone, fine-grained, brown with gray flecks - - - - 2.8
19. Sandstone, medium soft, cocoa-brown 2.0
18. Siltstone, brownish, thin bedded and nodular - 2.0

17. Sandstone, massive, brown, medium hard 8.7
l6. Sandstone, hard white with greenish tint -- --- 1.0

15- Siltstone, nodular, medium hard, cocoa-colored - - - 4.2
14. Sandstone, buff-brown with gray at top and bottom of bed - 2.7
13. Sandy clay and clayey sand containing thin layers of

celestite at and near base ------ ------ 4.2
12. Sandstone, semi-indurated, medium fine grained, v/hite 4.8
11. Sandstone, containing abundant fine particles of muscovite,

6.4slightly indurated, reddish brown

10. Silty clay, sand streaked, gray flecked, reddish brown; bed

is contorted from formation of secondary mineral salts - 6.5
9. Dolomitic or limy material largely replaced by celestite,

bed or seam is buckled and jointed --------- — 0.5
8. Sandstone, reddish to yellowish brown, massive bedded,

micaceous, semi-indurated, very well stratified; con-

tains joint seam and geode filling of celestite - 22.8

7* Siltstone, brownish, jointed - -- -- --- 1.0

6. Celestitic material in thin layers and concretion sequence 0.2

5. Sandstone, brov/nish, containing fine muscovite particles - 2.4
4. Clay, silt streaked, reddish brown 1.2

3. Sand, fine, semi-consolidated, yellowish brown - - - - - - 3.0
2. Silty clay, reddish brown with gray streaks - -- - 2.0

1. Sandstone, light gray, medium-grained, saccharoidal texture 1.7

Total Section Measured 138.9
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These locally disturbed areas are here attributed to the volu-

metric expansion of the underlying gypsum beds at the tine and

place of change from the original anhydrite or to slump re-

sulting from solution of these easily soluble rocks. Extremely
localized distortion of a similar nature but on a smaller scale

is seen in the dolomite and limestone beds which have been par-

tially subject to replacement by celestite and strontianite.

North of the Cretaceous divide, about 12 to l 6 miles north of Blackwell,
are two other localities where the strontium minerals have been found. One

of these localities is on the Henry Withers ranch, 1 mile east of highway
No. ~fo and just north of the paved road leading to Lake Sweetwater. At this

locality the strontium minerals occur as a partial replacement of a thin dolo-

mite bed. Locally the celestite has almost completely replaced the dolomite,
but for the most part the bed does not appear as good as at the other locali-
ties. Exposures are very scarce at the Withers localities, and it did not

seen feasible to make largo scale excavations to expose the bed along its

strike. It is possible that portions of this bed are rich enough in celestite
for commercial production.

The other locality is an almost continuous exposure along the east and

west sides of Sweetwater Creek valley. This outcropping, starting at Lake

Trammel, extends north across the properties of Ed Evans, Walter Boothe, Joe

Boothe, S. B. Scott, and E. W. W. Hopkins. The celestite on the Walter Boothe

land has been worked on a commercial basis at different times. The mineral

occurs at two different horizons but is thickest in the upper bed.

A base map for the Lake Trammel area is now being prepared from aerial

photographs of the region. The mineralized horizons, their relative

tions, and location of sample test pits will be shown on this map together
with other related geologic information. The elevations are being obtained

by use of a plane-table and alidade and are to be transferred from the plane-
table map to the base map. A final complete report of the strontium mineral

occurrence must await more detailed v/ork in the region. The work done to

date, however, has already demonstrated that these minerals are much more

abundant and widespread than was suspected previous to the field unit f s work
in Nolan County. It has also brought out a number of significant geological
facts which will be most helpful in future work.

Llano County Unit

The Llano County field unit was started on June 7» and was still
in operation at the time this report was being written. This unit was set

up specifically for making investigations of the mineral resources in Llano

County, with special emphasis on barite, graphite, and asbestos. Llano County
is within the Central Mineral region of Texas and is well mineralized over

practically its entire area. In the past, commercial development of several

mineral products has been carried on within the county, and a large number of

prospects have been opened. The geological formations include some of the
oldest known in the State, including pre-Cambrian metanorphics and granites.
It is in those older rocks that most of the mineralization occurs.
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The first investigation made by the unit was of barite deposits on the

Freeman and Hiilsneier properties in the northern part of Llano County. Previous

to this investigation, small amounts of barite had been taken from these prop-,

erties, but no large scale mining had ever been attempted, nor had there been

any thorough investigations of the quality and quantity of barite in this area.

Tv/o methods were employed by the unit in determining the area covered by the

deposit and the thickness and quality of the barite in the individual seams.

Gravel deposits in the stream beds crossing the mineralized area were panned for

a distance of about one-half mile outward. The sample stations were spaced at

close intervals, and in each case the residual heavy minerals retained in the

washed sample were examined for barite particles. Although barite is ordinarily
easily decomposed by weathering, small pieces of this mineral were found in the

stream gravels for a distance of more than 1500 feet outward from their sources.

The panning v/as primarily a test method to be used in other localities for lo-

cating masses of barite not nov/ exposed at the surface.

Within the known deposits the work was conducted by digging a set of trenches

across partially exposed barite veins and seams. A total of twenty-three slight-
ly separated sites were thus examined. Samples were taken from every deposit,
and the thickness and structural attitude of the seams were measured. It was

found that the veins wore highly irregular, subject to abrupt thickening and thin-

ning within a short distance. The relationship of the separate veins 7/as found

to bo both concordant and discordant to the structure of the intruded rocks.
The country rock is dense granulitic material consisting of quartz, feldspar,
hornblende, and epidote. The barite is crystalline-granular and is commonly
white, but smaller amounts of other colors are not uncommon. The individual

seams of barite vary in thickness from a few to 30 inches* In general, the

thicker seams have a discordant relationship to the intruded rock and dip at

steeper angles, whereas the thin beds are generally concordant with the structure
of the rocks and dip at relatively low angles.

The investigation made of the barite deposits dealt only with surface condi-

tions. In order to estimate the true importance of this deposit, it will be nec-

essary to core drill so that samples from greater depths may be studied,
is a possibility that the thicker but discordant veins emanate from a dike-like

accumulation of much greater thickness which may be present at greater depths.
Unless some such condition is present beneath the surface, it seems improbable
that the Freeman-Hiilsneier barite deposits will ever be worked Cvrrayerciaily ex-

cept, perhaps, by users requiring only limited quantities of the material. A

more detailed report on this investigation by the unit supervisor has been issued

by the Bureau of loonomic Geology as Mineral Resource Survey Circular !To„ 3!>

The next mineral resource to he investigated was a deposit of talc, soap-
stone, and asbestos, located in the Hohnann ranch area, 2.5 niles east of .Sn-

chanted Rock in the Crabapple Creek basin. This locality has been known for many

years, and several prospectors have dug pits at various places witedn the area.

The objective of the unit was to examine thoroughly all of trie surface occurrences

to determine whether portions of the deposits might be worked on a commercial ba-

sis. Long trenches were dug normal to the general trend of folding of tkesotracks
A number of such trenches and test holes were dug on each side arid on top of a

low northwest-trending range on 7/hich most of the material occurs,, In several of
the trenches, thick lines of uniform grade talc from 6 to 8 inches thick wore

found above and in direct contact with altered serpentine rock# The contact be-

tween the talc and the serpentine is very sharp but irregular.



The talc beds observed are discontinuous. In most of tho trenches some quantity
of asbestos including both long-fiberod and short-fibered varieties is present.
The asbestos is invariably in small irregular deposits within the serpentine. At

no place was asbestos seen in sufficient quantities for commercial development.

The more abundant mineral, and the only one seen which is possibly of econo-

mic interest, is a fibrous talc found in most of the trenches on both sides of
the hill. This material was not found at depths greater than 6or S feet and so

nay be restricted to near-surface deposits in all parts of the area,, The area,

however, is moderately large and contains many masses of fibrous talc, so that

the deposits taken as a whole represent probable commercial quantities.

The Llano County unit will be continued under the new Geological Investiga-
tion Project* The next prospect to be investigated, and perhaps the most impor-
tant, is an occurrence of graphite in the Packsaddle schist. This graphite oc-

curs widely in the vicinity of the city of Llano. The investigation will consist
of mapping the strike of the graphite beds, determining the thickness and quality
at regular intervals along the strike, and trench testing the bed to obtain Clean

samples. After this work has been completed, other investigations may follow,
depending upon the result of the reconnaissance contemplated of the area. Among
the other materials which probably will be vrorth investigation in Llano County
aro magnesite and other highly nagnesized carbonate rocks. Numerous deposits of

feldspar, quartz, and igneous rocks and minerals are also within the area.

Miscellaneous Problems

Some of the units of the State-wide survey were engaged in work on special
problems not directly related to the problems of other units and do not fall in-

to any groups. These include the Ector County unit engaged in excavating a me-

teor crater, the Bandera-Somervell county unit which was engaged in collecting
dinosaur tracks, and the Gonzales County unit which was psed for making a study
of Tertiary geologic sections and investigating the clays and pyroclastic rocks

of the Upper Eocene,

Ector County Unit

The field unit engaged in excavating the Odessa meteor crater has been in

operation since August 25, 1939* an(3- at the closing of the project on September 2b

19^1» the work was not yet completed. Excavations at the crater will he com-

pleted under the new Geological Investigation Survey which has in part replace!
the work of the Pal eontologic-Mineralogic Survey. The excavation of the Odessa,

meteor crater represents the single largest undertaking attempted on any field

unit of the State-wide survey. At the same time the conditions for working were

in many respects more difficult than were encountered on any other field rri

The location is in a sparsely populated portion of the State where a relar.i/oiy
small number of certified workers have been available; consequently; it was neces-

sary to establish a field camp located at the site of the crater to accommodate

workers brought in from various parts of the district. In addition to the work-

ers who camped at the crater, it was found necessary to transport other workers

from adjacent towns in order to keep a crew large enough to nan the unit*

30
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Since one of the objectives of this unit was to prepare the crater as a site

of public interest and education, it became necessary to secure a long-term lease

on the crater and surrounding area and to build and maintain a public road lead-

ing to the crater. This was accomplished by the County of Ector, co-sponsor of

the work on the meteorite crater. The co-sponsor also arranged for the digging
of a water well 210 feet deep and set up a windmill with supply tank in order to

secure an adequate supply of potable water for use in the camp.

Previous to the beginning of work on the meteor crater, thp crater was seen

as a nearly circular, saucer-shaped depression about 550 feet in diameter, com-

pletely surrounded by a low rim which stood from 2 to S feet above the level of

the surrounding plains. The inner portion of the rim displayed several exposures
of steeply tilted limestone strata which were partially obscured by wind-blown

sand and soil. The central, portion of the depression was approximately 6 feet be-

low the level of the plains and 13 to l 4 feet below the level of the highest

point on the rim. The crater was so modified from its original appearance by
erosion of the rim and by filling of the basin that it could be distinguished from

the small lakes or
,fsinks n common on the plains only by tho presence of the slight-

ly elevated rin and by the fact that a. number of meteorite fragments had been found

in the immediate vicinity.

The first task undertaken was cleaning av/ay the detritus from the rock ex-

posures mailing up the inner portion of the rim and digging lateral trenches through
the ejected material and the underlying rock strata of which the rim is composed*
Some months of work wore required before the upper portion of the crater was suffi-

ciently well exposed to permit preliminary studies which necessarily preceded
later and more elaborate plans for additional work* Since comparatively little

was known of the actual effects produced on the earth by the impact of a large

meteorite, it was found necessary repeatedly to modify and supplement the plans
for exploration as new information came to light. Numerous unexpected and inter-

esting conditions in and around the crater necessitated so much additional work

as to cause the project to be extended far beyond the original estimates.

Ihe various itens of work which, have "been undertaken and which have keen par-

tially or entirely completed include the making of a topographic map on a 1-foot
contour interval of about 1 square mile surrounding the crater .and the making of

a detailed, large-scale contour nap of the crater on it existed previous to ex-

cavations* A magnetometer survey involving more than six months of work was se-

cured by the sponsor as one of the important single work items carried on at tnc

crater. This magnetic survey has been carried out with' the object of locating
magnetic anomalies in and around the crater so that more definite knowledge night
be had of probable location of meteorite fragments buried beneath the surface,:
This survey has resulted in the location of a large number of anomalies or f,highs ,f

,

a part of which have been tested by digging test trenches. The two small craters

which are described later in this report and a number of isolated meteorite frag-
ments were found by trenching at locations made by means of the magnetometer sur-

vey. About 120 locations outside of tho main crater have been made during the

course of the survey. Of this number, considerably less than half had been check-

ed by test trenching at the end of this quarter year, but plans have been made to

continue excavating at these locations during the remainder of tho work at the

crater. The digging of test trenches over tho magnetometer locations has developed
into a major item of work, since in some cases the trenches must be carried to a

depth up to 20 c r more feet and must be dug by hand labor.
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In many respects the most important part of the crater exploration is the

sinking of a two-compartment shaft near the center of the main crater. Work on

this shaft is now under way, but several months will be required to bring it to

completion. The shaft, which is 9by 11 feet inside diameter, is to be sunk to a

vertical depth of 170 feet, from which level a horizontal tunnel will lead to the

nain meteorite or meteorites that were located by means of test drilling. After

its completion, the shaft will be equipped with an elevator for the benefit of

visitors desiring to inspect the meteorite at the place where it cone to rest with-

in the earth. During the process of excavation, workers in the shaft are taken

in and out by means of a standard mining cage powered by al6 H.P. hoist. The

nan-way is equipped with safety ladders for entrance and exit in event of emer-

gency, The work on this shaft will probably continue to progress slowly because

of the necessity of studying the character and composition of the sediments en-

countered and because the shaft is being carefully timbered as the excavation pro-

ceeds. Before actual excavations on the shaft wore begun, a concrete shaft collar

l 4 by 20 feet outside dimensions and 4o inches thick was constructed. Hanging
rods set in this collar support the shaft timbers; and the hoisting frame, ?/hich

is erected directly over the shaft, has its foundation on this collar.

One of the inportant work phases conpleted at the crater site was the drill-

ing of core tosts for the purpose of obtaining subsurface data on the various beds

penetrated by the falling neteor and to locate the neteorite or neteorites which

were presumed to be resting at the botton of the nain crater, A standard cable-

tool rig was used in exploring for the neteorite in the large crater. Six holes,

ranging in depth fron 164 to ISO foot, were drilled with the cable-tool rig, all

of v/hich were in the central portion of the nain crater. In two of these holes

an impenetrable body was encountered at the depths of 164 feet below the surface

of the crater fill, or approximately 170 feet below the level of the plains. Two

other holes encountered fragmentary neteorite material at approximately the sane

depth, but no solid mass sufficient to stop the drill was encountered. The remain-

ing two cable-tool holes reached the depth of ISO feet below the level of the

crater fill s-'irface without encountering any traces of neteorite metal. A total

of 29 additional holes was drilled with a core-drilling machine. These holes were

carried to depths ranging fron 42 to 140 feet deep. Four of the core holes were

drilled outside of the crater to determine the normal rock section in its undis-

turbed state, and the remaining 25 holes were drilled within the crater to deter-

mine the character and thickness of the crater fill sediments and the position of

the country rock making up the wall of the crater. The data obtained from these

holes have permitted the construction of an accurate subsurface contour map show-

ing the appearance of the crater as it existed immediately after its formation.

It has also made possible the location of the shaft in such a way that it is vir-

tually certain to encounter the meteorite at the bottom of the crater.

The excavations nade by hand labor in and around the crater have required
more nan hours of labor than all the other work phases combined. The excavations

have been in continuous progress since the beginning of work and at several per-

iods of the projects operation were the only type of work being conducted at the

crater. At other tines the excavations were conducted concurrently with the core

drilling, nagnetoneter survey, and other itens of work in which a portion of the

workers were assisting. The excavations were nade for several purposes. In the

crater proper trenches were dug to expose the rock strata in the crater walls.
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Eor this purpose seven large trenches and a number of smaller trenches were dug
extending from the exposed rock strata of the inner rin downward through the fill

and into the underlying country rock. Studies of the attitude of the rock strata

exposed in these trenches has brought to light a great deal of information con-

cerning the effects produced on the rocks by the impact force of a meteorite. On

the south side of the crater the rock strata were found to be folded into an asym-

metrical anticline overturned away from the crater. The same trench reveals two

thrust faults, along the planes of which large blocks of rock were shoved outward

and wedged against and into the upper walls of the crater
o A trench on the south-

east side of the crater reveals a reverse fault with approximately 26J feet dis-

placement cutting the steeply tilted strata. Studies have not been completed of

the various types of structure produced in the rocks, but already a great deal of

new information has been assembled on the subject.

Trenches and test holes have been dug at a large number of places peripheral
to the crater for determination of the thickness and character of the ejecta pre-
served in the elevated crater rim and for obtaining elevation points on the old

red soil preserved beneath the ejecta. Some of these tesbs were in the form of

long trenches arranged in a radial position with respect to the center of the

crater. Other tests were small holes about 5 "by 5 f©et in diameter and from 3 to

5 feet in depth* Excavations dug on the crater detrital rim have shown that the

ejecta is not evenly distributed all around the crater but is in much larger quan-
tities on the north and west sides of the crater and is very thin and in places
missing along the east side. It is possibly significant that the sides of the
crater on which most ejecta is found corresponds to sides where greatest uplift
is evident in the underlying rock strata. Also, insofar as it could be determined

from the test holes drilled in the crater, the main nas:s of the meteorite is lo-

cated to the north of the center of the crater.

A large number of excavations were made outside of the main crater, nearly
all of which wore based on locations made by the magnetometer survey. The largest
of these outside excavations was that of crater No* 2, a small meteorite crater

approximately 70 feet in diameter and 20 feet deep which is located just west of
the rim of the main crater, or crater No. 1. Crater No* 2 was located by test

trenching over a magnetometer anomaly. Excavations were in the form of two pri-
mary trenches dug at right angles to each other and crossing over the central por-
tion of the crater. Jour smaller supplementary trenches? dug in such a way as to

bisect the quadrants formed between the main trenches, completed the

Tims small cra.rer is one of the most important single discoveries made chiring tin-

entire work program, since it is of small size and adaptable to complete- examina-

tion not possible in a large crater; it has thus served as a working model for the

wo:k on the large crater, No* 1.

Several interesting and instructive facts wore "brought out in the study of

crater No* 2* It was so completely obliterated "by fill, partly from out wash of

the main crater rin and partly wind-deposited sands, that there was no surface in-

dication whatsoever of its existence. This condition suggested the possibility
that other snail craters probably exist in the vicinity of the main crater—-this

possibility has been borne out by subsequent magnetoneter invest .garions and by
trenchings One of the nore interesting facts to be brought out was that r,he clus-

ter of meteorites which formed the crater was buried in the country rooh from 1

to 4or feet below the base of the explosion crater, and that the largest con-

centration of the fragments was resting almost directly beneath the deepest portio:
of the explosion crater. It appears that the impact force of the bolide produced
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a force comparable to explosive action, which completely ejected the material down

to a depth of about 17 feet, but that the meteorites still retained enough force

to penetrate several feet beyond the depth of ejecting or explosive action.

The lower part of the fill in crater Mo. 2 consists of an heterogeneous as-

sortment of limestone boulders, some of which are as much as 5i to foot in dia-

meter, pieces of Cretaceous shale, lumps of the old red soil of meteor fall time,
and pieces of caliche rock. That these materials rep-resent ejecta from the main

crater is evident, since no other source for this ass-mblagc of rocks can be ac-

counted for. It is also evident that this ejecta from the na,in crater foil di-

rectly into crater Mo. 2 because the lumps of soft soil and shale would not have

remained intact had they washed into the smaller crater by erosive action. This

means that crater Mo. 2 must have been formed before the ejecta thrown from the

main crater had time to come to rest.

The meteorites recovered from crater No. 2 are all well oxidized
Goa .i.0. i n some

cases have probably completely broken down. Well over 1000 pounds of the oxidized

meteoric material was removed from this snail crater, and there is evidence that

several times this quantity of material is still in place. Further excavation of
the meteorite fragments is contemplated unless some satisfactory method can ho

devised whereby the crater can be sheltered from erosion and filling. It world be

desirable to leave a portion of the meteorites in place in order that interested

persons could view then as they occur in the crater. However, it will bo better

to collect all the fragments unless the crater can be kept oj:en and safe from the

effects of weathering,

Other excavations outside the nain crater have produced a number of isolated
meteorite fragments, ranging in weight from a few ounces to more chan a hundred

pounds, and two clusters of fragments which nay represent single large fragments
that were shattered when they struck the earth. These meteorites occur at dis-

tances up to at least one-fourth mile from the main crate* and do not as yet seen

to have any particular order of distribution, Most of the isolated fragments are

solid meteoric iron, being oxidized only on a thin surface fsin, but others are

so decomposed as to break into pieces when moved from place. One of the excava-

tions on magnetometer location TI-S. about 550 feet southwest of crater No* 2 and

about 600 feet from the nearest- point on the rim of crater IToo 1, is especially
worthy of note,- At this location a total of about 3p separate fragments of

meteorite, having a total weight of 600 pounds, was recovered at depths between

5 feet and 9 feet. This cluster of fragments may represent a single large frag-
ment which was broken at the tine it struck earth, or it nay represent a snail

shower of fragments which fell at essentially the sane place.

The work remaining to he done at the Odessa meteorite orators nay require
about six months for completion. The principal tasks requiring a considerable

amount of tine are the comp]etion of the shaft in crater ho, 2 and the excavation
of at least most of the locations "based on magnetometer anomalies.

That this site will attract a great deal of public and scientific interest
is evidenced by the increasing flow of visit )is, When the 7nrk has been com-

pleted, the site will offel the unique apportion tty of viewing anc studying all

parts of a meteorite cratei and the extra-terrestrial tody which produced it.
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Gonzales County Unit

The Gonzales County field unit began operations in December, The first

two months of its operation were devoted principally to reconnaissance of the

county and to collection of vertebrate and invertebrate fossils. Only a very
limited amount of field work had been done in the county previous to the beginning
of the unit, but the project was thought well justified because two fossil locali-

ties were known to exist in the vicinity of Ottine, and collections of material
from these localities were regarded as of considerable importance. Also it was

known that bentonite and volcanic ash deposits existed in a number of places with-
in the county, and it was desirable to obtain further information on these deposits.

The first site worked in the county was near the Ham Spring Foundation in

Palmetto State Park near the village of Ottine. At this site very little fossil
material could be recovered because of a high water table which limited the depth
of excavations and because of the poo'rly preserved and fragmentary condition of
the fossils encountered. Much the sane conditions were true of the second site,
which was located adjacent to the Palmetto Ihrk road o*3 nile west of its junction
with Highway Ho. 29. At this latter site a very large number of mammoth bones worn

encountered, but without exception the fossils were in a state of advanced decor

position. A third locality worked to a very limited extent for fossil vertebrates

was in the Jackson formation of upper Hocene age, located about 8 miles south of

Gonzales and about one-fourth mile east of Highway Ho. 29® A vertebra of a fossil

whale was the only identifiable specimen recovered at this site. The fodrth and

last site where attempt was made to recover vertebrate fossils was on Guadalupe
River, several miles southeast of Gonzales. This site produced a few good speci-
mens of proboscidean limb bones and several teeth of other typical Pleistocene

forms.

The next phase of work taken up by tho Gonzales County unit included field

mapping, cleaning and measuring sections of Tertiary strata, and collecting repre

sentative invertebrate fossils to be used in identification of the various beds*
Most of the geologic sections measured were in the Cost—Monthalia~Belmont region,,
The geologic formations of this area were mapped in part on a base map prepared
from aerial photographs# This work will prove of value to persons working with
the Tertiary strata in the Gonzales County area, since no detailed published sec-

tions are available.

By far the greatest amount of tine spent by the field unit was used in in-

vestigating deposits of "bentonite and volcanic ash and in making studies of sev-

eral interesting peat "bogs which occur in the county* Mineral Resource Survey
Circular Ho# on the peat deposits of Gonzales County, written "by the unit

supervisor, has "been issued "by the Bureau of 800nonin Geology, Austin? and refer-

ence is made to that publication for a more detailed report on the peat. She
two principal peat "bogs investigated "by the unit are located in valleys of the

San Marcos River drainage near the Village of Otinnc in northern Gonzales County
on the properties of Henry Soefje and George Hershop. The work done on the "bogs
consisted of napping the area covered "by peat, determining its thickness in

various parts of each deposit, collecting samples for chemical analysis., studying
the conditions which "brought about the accumulation of the peat, listing the
various peat-forming plants now growing on the surface of the bogs, and assembling
other information important to any person contenplatirg commercial development of

the bogs. Both of those bogs contain a sufficient quantity of peat for commercial
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development, but the presence of sand lentils within the deposit night detract
from the quality of the deposit as a whole and thus discourage production. Peat
is widely used by florists and nurserymen' for plant food in shipping plants and
for fertilizing and acidizing the soil for growing plants. The development of a

peat bog in Lee County, has opened the possibility for future development of this

material. The bogs explored in Gonzales County nay certainly be considered as a

potential source for a considerable quantity of peat- if and when commercial de-

velopment is extended,

Work by the C-onza? cs Co'imty field unit on occurrences oi bentonite and vol-

canic ash has resulted in considerably extended knowledge of those mineral re-

sources in the county, This work was conducted by first mapping the existing
commercial pits and the formation in which they occur® Some studies were na.de of

geologic condition of deposition as revealed in exposures in the numerous large
pits which have been producing supplies of bentonite for a number of years. Since
natural exposures of the rock strata are extremely rare in the area, the opportu-
nity of studying the beds in the open pits was especially beneficial.

The largest and lest accumulations of loth bentonite and volcanic ash were

found to occur as more cr less isolated lentil? in the Jackson formation* which

are largely confined to definite zones within the formation, It was by testing in

the outcrop area of those zones thac several new deposits wore discovered and ex-

plored, The method of testing for ash and lentonite consisted of digging hand-

auger test holes and open trenches in localities where surface conditions appeared
favorable, Humorous snail deposits were discovered which were soon proven too

limited in extent to have commercial possibilities* Other deposits of possible
commercial importance were investigated more thoroughly. A typical deposit, and.

perhaps the most important to be discovered, is at the community of Terrysvilie
some 2 miles south of Gonzales on highway Ho* 29 and about 2 miles west of the

highway. This deposit contains both volcanic ash and bentonite. The work at fcU?j

locality consisted of outlining the size -and shape of the deposit, partly from sur-

face exposures but mostly by trenching and hand-auger testing, and of mapping a.

part of the deposit with plane-table and alidade, A considerable amount of work:

was. required in the exploration of this deposit, since its lenticular character
and lack of exposures necessitated the digging of a large number of test holes ir
order to determine thickness and outer limits. The deposit consists of volcanic

ash ranging in thickness from less than 1 to more than 20 feet which is underlain

everywhere by a bed of good quality white bentonite between 1 and 2 feet thick®
The deposit is elongated east-west, extending from a small guile,7 .just west oi hoe

Terrysville church eastward about 1 mile. At the time this report was prepared*
the exact nature of the oastward termination had not determined. In the

north-south direction the deposit is relatively narrow, being on an average not

more than 500 to 600 feot wide. As nearly as can bo determined iron the several

lines of test hobos dug across the deposit, the ash and bentonite are resting in

an asymmetrical depression formed along the strike of the underlying beds; the
south margin of the depression is narked byr a low sandstone ridge standi r-g slightly
above the soil level along the entire length of the deposit, Thu ash is thickest

near the south margin and very close to the sandstone ridge and is thinnest near

the north margin. The bentonite bed seers to have a fairly uniform thickness at
.all places in the deposit. The best place for production cf either the ash or the

bentonite is near the Terrysville school and church whore both materials are over-

lain by only a very thin mantle of soil-
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The several other places in Gonzales County where volcanic ash and "bentonite

are being investigated have not yet "been worked to such an extent as to make possi-
ble any useful report. ’Jork will be continued on these deposits by the Geological

Investigation Survey until enough data are accumulated to appraise each site as to

its immediate or potential worth. One such deposit where additional v/ork seems

worthwhile is on the T. Baker ranch, about 10 miles south of Gonzales and approxi-
mately 2 miles south of the Terrysville locality, In the work already done at this

locality, the presence of both volcanic ash and bentonite has been demonstrated,
but the size of the deposit and the quality of the material have not yet been

tested.

Bandera and Somervell County Units

The two counties discussed in this section of the report 7/ere worked by
separate UFA units, but because of the similarity in the work done in each county,
they v/ill be discussed together. These two units 7/ere co-sponsored by the American

Museum of Natural History, which institution secured a portion of the materials

obtained. In Bandera and Somervell counties are the only known localities where

sauropod dinosaur tracks have been found* Since skeletons of these large dinosaurs

are well known from a number of localities, it was of special interest '0 locate

and secure specimens of the tracks made by these animals because of their exhibit

value, and because such tracks would shed much light on the habitat of the animals*

The first attempt to secure the sauropod tracks was at a locality on the

Davenport ranch in the extreme southern part of Bandera County. At this locality
a large number of tracks were exposed by digging away stream alluvium under which

they were originally concealed. While this group of tracks 7/as especially inter-

esting as they appeared in the field, it was found after work began that the

tracks 7/ere so confused and puddled as to make impossible any attempt to obtain a

continuous train of any one individual animal. The tracks were rather poorly pre-

served and did not retain a perfect impression of the dinosaur foot. Only a few ci

the better specimens were collected from this locality, but the remainder were

photographed and napped.

When it was found that a similar unit could he opened in Somervell County
where there was a possibility of obtaining more perfect sauropod tracks, the Ban-

dera County unit was closed. She locality worked in Somervell County is about

4-J- miles northwest of Glenrose in the bed of Paluxy River. Extensive excavations

v/ere made at this locality to reveal a limestone stratum on which the trails of

several individual sauropod dinosaurs and several carnivorous dinosaurs were well

preserved. Unlike the tracks exposed in Bandera County, the Paluxy River im-

pressions were almost perfectly preserved, and the trail of each individual animal

could be easily followed. After an area more than 100 feet long had been exposed
so that all tracks could be examined, two trail segments from 25 to 30 feet long
were blocked out and removed,, One of the trails was taken to the Americal Museum

of Natural History in New York City where it 7/ill be exhibited with an articulated

skeleton similar to the animal which made the tracks. The other trail segment v/as

brought to the Texas Memorial Museum at Austin, Several isolated, exceptionally
large tracks were collected for other institutions, one of which was the National

Museum in Washington, D„C.
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Besides having considerable exhibit value, a study of these tracks reveals

something more than was originally known of the sauropod dinosaurs. The length
of stride can be easily measured since tracks made by each foot are plainly evi-

dent within the rocks. Also, the shape of the sauropod foot is better shown from

the tracks made by the animals than from a study of the individual bones making
up the foot. In the past, several scientists have debated as to whether the

sauropod dinosaur was capable of sustaining his own weight in the normal manner.

It was thought by some that the massive sauropod lived entirely within water

which would aid in buoying their weight. The tracks found in both Bandera and
Somervell counties indicated that the animals were perfectly capable of support-
ing their own weight in or out of water, although the habitat probably was along
the shallow margins of inland seas. In both Bandera and Somervell counties the

tracks occur in the Glen Rose limestone of Lower Cretaceous age. At the time the

foot impressions were made, this limestone was a soft calcareous mud sufficiently
viscous to retain the impression of footprints until sediments accumulated in and

over the tracks, thus preserving them intact.

Large numbers of the dinosaur tracks still remain at the localities described

above, but due to their location in stream beds, most of the impressions are

usually partially or entirely covered by stream alluvium. The tracks of carni-

vorous dinosaurs, also preserved in the Glen Rose limestone, are known at many
different places in Texas.
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INTRODUCTION

A small laboratory to prepare and catalogue vertebrate fossils collected

by field units of the State-Wide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey was estab-

lished in San Antonio on March 15 , 1939- This unit was located in San Antonio
rather than at The University of Texas in Austin, the final depository for all

material collected by the project, because it was believed that qualified cer-

tified WPA labor was not available in Austin. Another reason for locating a

laboratory in San Antonio was because the two field units then in operation
were in Bee and Live Oak counties, both of which are near San Antonio.

After the San Antonio laboratory, Work Project No. 12511, had been in

operation for three months, several disadvantages of the location and housing
facilities became evident. By that time other field units a great distance
from San Antonio had been started, and fossils were being collected much faster

than a small 10-man laboratory could take care of them. There was no place for

storing prepared specimens, so it was necessary to transport finished material
to Austin at regular intervals. Although specimens were carefully" packed,
several were broken during transit, Storage facilities fer unprepared material

were also inadequate. The small laboratory space precluded the possibility of

increasing personnel. The lack of library facilities was another great incon-

venience. Therefore, on June 15- 1939> a large laboratory unit, Work Project
No. 13419, was started at The University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology,
Austin. The San Antonio unit was continued until September 14, 1939» "by which

time the Austin unit was roll established and preparing material on a mass-

production basis.

Prior to the beginning of the State-Wide Paleoncologic-Minoralogic Survey
no laboratory for the preparation of vertebrate fosoils had been maintained
at The University of Texas. A few specimens were prepared for display during
the Texas Centennial celebration in 193&> but no laboratory was equipped for

that work; consequently, it was necessary for the sponsor to equip and fur-

nish everything needed for a laboratory. The San Antonio laboratory operated
with a minimum of equipment and furniture, but the Austin unit, which could
be planned on a more permanent basis, was adequately supplied with all needs.

39
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THE AUSTIN LABORATORY

Housing arrangements.—When the laboratory was established in Austin,
two large second floor rooms, one 25’ by 50*> the other 25’ by 30 1

» wcre

allotted for working space, and two smaller rooms on the same floor were used

for storing unprepared fossils. The space allotted for preparation was large

enough to accommodate about 30 workers. For storage of finished specimens,
shelves and drawers were built in a large room in an adjoining fire-proof
building.

Many of the fossils, when collected, were wrapped and crated in large

blocks, some weighing more than a ton. Since there was no elevator in the

building, it was necessary to pull the large blocks up a steep flight of

stairs by means of a block and tackle. It was almost impossible to move

large finished specimens down the stairs, and mounting large skeletons was

impossible.

In December, 19^0» the personnel of the laboratory was increased from

30 to 50 workers, making it necessary to obtain additional working space. A

large room, 50' by 75 1
1

on the ground floor beneath the second floor labora-

tory rooms was obtained. This new spa.ee was arranged so that a truck could
be driven into it to load or unload heavy specimens. The second floor rooms

were used thereafter for preparation of small material. By this tine it was

necessary to get more space for storing unprepared material, and a room ad-

jacent to the ground floor laboratory was obtained, making it easy to store

heavy material and to remove specimens from storage to the laboratory.

With the advent of the present National emergency, the mineralogical
phase of the project received more emphasis, causing a chemical laboratory and

an adjoining room for mineralogical work to be added to the general laboratory

set-up.

Furniture and equipment.—Laboratory furnishings include work tables, sanci

tables, a work bench, chairs, tool cabinets, office furniture, filing cabinets

sinks, and toilets. The work bench is equipped with electrical grinder, drill

press, and a vice and anvil. The work rooms are well lighted with both natural
and artificial light. Each worker is provided with individual drop lights
which nay be adjusted to his needs. Electrical outlets are located at conven-

ient places for using electrical tools.

Besides the electrical tools already mentioned, the following arc a part
of the laboratory equipment; pistol grip drills, flexible shaft drills, dental

drills, noto-’tools, electric vibrators, hotplates, and a portable arc-v/elding
unit. Other tools include a complete set of carpenter tools, assorted sizes

of taps and dies, breast drills, hacksaws, files, twist drills, hammers, mal-

lets, and a blow torch. Smaller tools such as knives, needles, brushes, plas-
ter cups, etCc, are issued to each worker.

Personnelo—The preparation of vertebrate fossils is a very technical

procedure requiring a great amount of skill and patience on the part of the

preparatory The field is so limited that there are few non familiar with- -

preparing technique, and experienced men cannot be found on relief rolls.

None of the workers assigned knew anything about the work-, and it was neces-

sary for the supervisor to teach the simplest' fundamentals to each one.
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To stimulate interest in the work, as well as to provide an educational

program, all the workers were assembled for a few minutes each week to hear a

lecture by the supervisor on some phase of the work. Motion pictures and
slides were shown to the group at intervals. Most of the men were greatly in-

terested in the work. Since it was impossible to find experienced workers on

the WPA rolls, everyone was first sent to the project at the "unskilled" classi-

fication. Each worker was at first given a very simple piece of work but some-

thing which would involve most of the total preparation procedure. After train-

ing period of from one to three months, the supervisor was able to determine

whether a worker could develop into a preparator. Many workers, because the

work was so different from anything they had ever done before, or because of

the lack of interest, patience, or some physical handicap, failed to develop.
However, several workers became skilled preparators,

Only 10 certified workers and one non-certified supervisor were assigned
to the San Antonio unit, but the average number employed by the larger Austin
unit was 22 unskilled, 10 intermediate, 3 skilled, one professional, and 2

non-certified supervisors.

Preparation of Fossils

A great variety of material was obtained by the several field units from

deposits ranging in age from Pennsylvanian to late Pleistocene, Dossils from

rocks of the same age are discussed under the name of the geological period or

epoch to which they belong. In other words, all fossils of Permian age are

discussed under the heading "Permian, H etc. A few fossils were prepared in

the laboratory which were not collected by field units of the State-wide

Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey, having been collected by units of the Mineral

Resource Survey, a Works Progress Administration project which operated prior
to the Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey, or were donated by various individuals

All fossils prepared in the laboratory are discussed below. The location of
all sites from which fossils were prepared and catalogued in the laboratory is

also given.

Pennsylvanian

Material of probable Pennsylvanian age was collected by Work Project
No. 16321 in southern Clay and northern Jack counties. The vertebrate re-

mains are very fragmentary and mostly unidentifiable but are probably the

remains of primitive amphibians. Excellent plant remains were collected by
this project from the area mentioned above. The plants have been opened and

placed in drawers, but no identifications have been made. Several insects

were also collected from rocks of Pennsylvanian age.

Permian

A great quantity of vertebrate material was obtained, from rocks of Permian

age. Rocks of this system are the oldest in the world which contain remains of

a well developed land-dwelling fauna. This fauna consists of large amphibians
and primitive reptiles of two orders, the Cotylosauria and Pelycosauria. Some

of these primitive animals were herbivorous; others were carnivorous. The lar-

gest and most numerous of the carnivores was Dimetrodon, which, with the high
sail-like structure produced by elongation of the neural spines and its long
sharp teeth, was ferocious and bizarre. Edaohosau.rus. a large plant-eating rep.

tile, had elongated spines on its back which bore cross-bars which have been
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likened to spars on a ship. The largest and most abundant amphibian found in

Permian beds is Eryops, a large flat-headed animal about 5 foot in length.
Eryops was typical of large amphibians of the Permian, although their first

appearance was in the Pennsylvanian, and similar forms lived on into the

Triassic. Remains of several other primitive and strange animals are also en-

countered in the Texas Permian.

Taylor County.—Most of the material received by the laboratory from this

county came from the Sid McAdams lease, Site No. 7» Loc. No. 30966, at the

southern edge of Taylor County, 8 miles south of Ovalo. The fossils are hard,
reddish-brown colored, and in a blue clay which slacks readily on exposure to

air and rain. The bone is easy to remove from the matrix; the chief difficulty
in preparation is fitting together the numerous fragments into which it is broken,

The collection is only partially prepared. It consists largely of neural

spines and vertebrae of Dimetrodon. Skull elements are infrequently found,
naxillaries and dentaries being the only skull parts represented by more than a

few fragments. Besides the Dimetrodon material there are several miscellan-

eous bones of smaller pelycosaurs, part or all of which nay be immature Dinetrodor
A few cotylosaur and'amphibian bones are present, including one Seynouria femur,
A few palaeoniscid fish were prepared, including one well preserved skull.

Faunal list for Site No. 7> Taylor County:

Dinctrodon sp.
Snail pelycosaurs
Soynouria sp.

Trineroranch,is? sp.
Snail anph.it>ians, not yet determined

Palaeoniscid fish

Site No. 2 is located on the J. J. Stewart tract south of Ovalo. It may
be reached by turning east from the highway 1 mile south of the Ovalo depot
and following this road for miles, then turning north at a shack and cross-

ing the field to a gully. A single articulated skeleton was obtained here. It

has not been prepared.

Prom Site No. 9° n the John Guitar estate, on Lytle Creek, 4 miles east

and 1 mile sooth of Abilene, was received a small collection of fragmentary
pelycosaur spines and some teeth, jaw, and skull bones of sharks. Since the

collection has not been prepared, no further identifications are possible at

this tine.

Jones County.--In the fall of 193& a collection of Permian fossils was

made in Jones County by a Mineral Resource Survey unit, a WPA project sponsored
hy The University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology. This material was pre-

pared and catalogued in the laboratory, The collection consists largely of iso-

lated teeth and a few skeletal fragments. Plant remains wore also obtained from

shale beds ii ohe area. ■ '

"

Faunal list for the Alexander pit, Loc. No. ll nilxs- cast of Anson

Plouracanth sharks

pinet-rodon sp. -

Numerous ferns or seed
J

ferns
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Loc. No. ll niles west of Anson

Unidentified fragments

Clay County.—The field work in this county was mostly of a reconnaissance
nature. However, sizeable quarries were opened at two sites. Since the contact.

(Pennsylvanian-Permian) crosses the area covered by W.P. 16321, several of the

sites listed below nay be either Pennsylvanian or Pernian. Plant, insect, and

vertebrate material collected in the area will be invaluable data for determin-

ing the boundary between the two periods. Only a small amount of the Clay County
material has been prepared and catalogued, making it impossible to give complete
faunal lists.

Site No. 1, Ralph Brixie ranch, 1-J- niles east of Hal sell School, l 4 niles
southwest of Henrietta;

Edaphosaurus sp.

Site No. 2. Halsell Hill, a prominent hill l 4 niles southwest of Henrietta;
adjacent to the northeast corner of Halsell townsite:

Diadectes sp,

Bdaphosaurus sp,

Pleuracanth shark teeth

Snail pelycosaur, undetemined

Site No, 3; 1*25 niles South of River ranch headquarters, on J. S. Bridwell

ranch, in badland area near road at place known as '‘The Batch:"

Surface fragments

Site No, 4. Matheson property, 1.5 niles west of Shannon, on north side

of road; Cisco? group:

Coprolites

Site No, 5* Lawrence Nuckolls ranch, 4 niles north of house, 100 yards east

of local road to Friendship School; Cisco:

Surface fragments

Site No* 6. Taylor property, 1 mile south of Joy; a low knoll north of

road, just "beyond creek; Cisco:

Coprolites and surface float

Site No, 7* Mrs® J. M. Brock, 0.5 nile north of Henrietta on Pctrolia road

Edapb o saurus

Surface float

Site No, 8. Henrietta; bluff near Missouri-Kansas-Texas depot:

Surface flout
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Site No. 9. Amos Smith farm, 4 miles West and 1.5 miles south of Henrietta

outcrop west of house:

Coprolites
Surface fragments, including a portion of a large skull

Site No. 10. Mrs. N. Snearly farm, 4 miles ?;est and 2 miles north of

Henrietta, in double canyon o*s mile west of road:

Surface float; fragments of amphibian skull

Site No. 11, Dr. Edwards* Ikard farm, about 6 miles north of Henrietta

and near Ikard School:

Surface float

Site No. 12. Frank Hurn ranch, 8 miles north of Henrietta; fossils from

high knoll on left side of road just beyond creek crossing:

Surface float

Site No. 13. Jones pasture, 1 mile south and one-fourth mile west of

Petrolia gas compressor station: Large collection of fragments of limb bones,
jaws, vertebrae, spines, etc., of Dimetrodon. Not yet prepared or identified.

Site No. Ip. Curtis Shackleford ranch, one-fourth mile south of East
Fork of Little Wichita River on highway, south side of road.

Surface fragments of pelycosaur spines and vertebrae

Site No. 16, Sidney Webb pasture. Reached by crossing Fort Worth & Denver

Railroad at Kola Switch, about 5 miles northwest of Bellevue, and following local
roads one-fourth mile north and one-fourth mile east. Fossils from escarpment
north of road.

Surface fragments.

Site No. 17* Thaxton ranch, 5 miles east and 1 mile north of Henrietta,
thence east 100 yards and north into pasture, 1.5 miles north and 0.5 mile west

and north. Eossils from along bluff.

Seynoixria (good skull)
Eryops?
Numerous fragmentary vertebrae and link hones; some skull material;
not prepared or identified

Site No. IS. Douthitt estate ranch, 1 mile south of headquarters:

Fragment ary surface material, large lint) "bones, vertebrae and

jaws; not prepared or identified
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Site No. 19. Walter Shutt ranch (formerly Huggins ranch), 5 niles east
and 1.5 niles north of Henrietta. The site is reached by a ranch road fron

the ranch headquarters across Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad, one-half nile

beyond, thence one-fourth nile west. Exposures on west-facing slope, south
of spring.

Sryops; complete skull and lower jaws
Six small skulls in concretions

Dipnoan teeth

Site No. 20. Brad Staggs property, near north city limits of Henrietta, on

left side of Henrietta-Petrolia road;

Surface fragments

Site No. 21. Henry Sanzenbachor, l 4 niles southwest of Henrietta, 0.5 nile

north of ranch house; bluffs on south side of Stone Mountain;

Plants, insects, and vertebrate renains

Site No. 22; 1 mile west of Ringgold, one-fourth nile north of Missouri-

Kansas-Tcxas Railroad;

Eryop s (skull fragn ent s)
Miscellaneous surface fragments

Site No. 23. Bryant Edwards property. Follow highway No. 5 or 10 niles
east fron Henrietta; turn north to Ross on Switch. Collections nade fron south-

facing bluffs, near end of exposures.

Surface fragments

Site No. 24. Henrietta City rock pit, 2 blocks west, 8 blocks north fron

county courthouse.

Plant s

Site No. 27• Ross ranch;

Skull fragments

Site No. 30* Pat Watson ranch, 3 niles south, 1 mile east of Windthorst;

Eryops; skull and articulated skeleton and numerous other renains;
not yet prepared.

Jack County.—Few vertebrate renains were found at sites in Jack County.
Most of the sites in this county are of Pennsylvanian age. A large collection
of fossil plant impressions was assenbled fron the area. ?hese plants have been

unpacked and stored in drawers, but none of the naterial has been studied or

identified.

Site No. 1. Mrs. Garrett property, near Shannon

Fragnentary vertebrate renains
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Site No. 2. Maurice Clarehew property, 1 mile west, 1 mile south, 1 mile

west of Shannon;

Bone fragments

Site No. 3. Bloodworth property, 1.1 mile south of Shannon, on left side
of road;

Bone fragments

Site No. 4. J. M. Self property, 4.5 niles south of Shannon

Plants

Site No. 5* R* L. Voyles property, 1.6 miles south of highway bridge across

west fork of Trinity River, Jacksboro-Wichita Falls highway;

Plants

Site No. 6. Hardy Watson, sites A and B, 1 mile west and 1 mile south of

Shannon;

Vertebrate remains

Site No. 7. R. A. Williamson property

Plants

Site No. 8. C. D. Garner property, 1 mile east, 3 miles south of Shannon:

Plants

Site No. 9. Squaw Mountain coal nine;

Plants

Site No. 10. Mrs. A. Z. Walker property, 3»1 miles east of Postoak on

Newport road; turn south into lane and go 0.4 mile. Coal seams exposed 100 yards
west of road. Harpersville formation.

Plants

Site No, 11. L. L. Cooper property. Prospect—Silver Hi 11-Jacks"boro road;
6.5 niles south of Prospect, turn east 1.2 miles. Coal seams exposed cn north
side of road. This site is about 1 mile east of site No. 7> R. A. Williamson

property. Near the base of the Harpersville formation.

Plant s

Site No, 121* David Lindsey property. From Henrietta go through Silver Kill

community to "bridge across west fork of Trinity River, continue south and east

I*3 voiles. Fossil hones found SO yards south of road in "badland area.

Bone fragments and plants
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Montague County,—The Pennsylvanian-Permian belt in this county was also
scounted by W. P. 16321.

Site No. 1. S. L. Scott property, 3 niles east of Newport; coal scans ex-

posed on west side of Toe Hill, 200 yards fron road;

Plants

Site No. 2. Snodgrass property, 3 niles northeast of Ringgold; 1 nile

north, one-fourth nile east of Boren School;

Dinetrodon

Eclapho satirus

Diadectes

Shark

Site No. 5. P. L. Brooks property. Follow Nocona-Belcherville road west

fron Nocona 4 niles, thence south 2.2 niles to southeast corner of Brooks prop-

erty. Turn left through pasture gate and follow din road 1.2 niles. Possils
collected fron east-facing Muffs.

Eryop s

Surface fragments

Site No. 9. Walter Parr and Myers property, 0.4 nile east of Ringgold;

Plants and insects

Site No. 10. Minnie Pipkin property, 1.1 niles south of Bowie, on Bowie-
Selna road;

Plants

Site No. 11. R. L. Turnbow property, 1 nile east, 0.5 nile south of Briar

School, on Bowie-Selna road;

Plants

Site No. 12. J. D. Hankins, 1.3 niles south of Bowie, on Bowie-Selna road;

Plants

Site No. 13. Myers property, 0.1 nile east of Ringgold;

Plants and insects

Site No. 14. Morley estate, 7*5 niles south, 0.2 nile east of Bowie, on

Bowie-Selna road;

Plants and insects

Site No. 15; 0.5 nile east., .10-niles south... of. Bowie, on Bowie-Selna road;

Plant s
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Archer County.<—Work Project No. 16321 spent a few days investigating expo-
sures in the southeastern part of Archer County, and a few specimens were col-

lected from the sites listed below;

Site No. 1. Coleman ranch; follow Wichita Falls highway north from Scotland
to Little Wichita River bridge. Fossils collected from exposures at base of

north bluff, 200 yards downstream from bridge.

Edapho saurus, vertebrae and spines

Site No# 2. Zott property. Follow highway south from Scotland 4.4 miles.

Fossils collected from badlands on east side of highway and just west of side

road.

Pantylus, 2 skulls

fragments not yet determined

Site No. 3. Morbitzer property. Follow road west from Scotland one-fourth

mile, turn south 1 mile, west 0.1 mile, south 1 mile, in fence corner, knolls on

west side of road.

Edaphosauras } vertebrae and skull fragments
Shark teeth

Fragments not yet determined

Site No. 4. Himne estate. Follow road west from Scotland one-fourth mile,
turn south 1 mile, west 1 mile, south 1.5 miles, badlands exposures 0.5 mile
east of road.

Numerous vertebrae, some of which are articulated;
not yet prepared or identified

Triassic

The Triassic period is the first division of the Mesozoic era, known as the
u Age of Reptiles” because of doninance of those animals at that tine. In America,
Triassic deposits consist chiefly of continental red beds. The Dockum fomation
of Upper Triassic age outcrops along the entire eastern border of the Staked

Plains in northwest Texas. Vertebrate fossils have long been known from the

Triassic red beds of Texas, but a large fauna had never been obtained, complete
skeletons or even skulls having rarely been obtained. The fauna, which consists

mainly of phytosaurs (peculiar reptiles resembling crocodiles in form and habits),
large flat-bodied amphibians, Buettneria, and fish, is largely that of the streams
and ponds in which the red beds were deposited. Rarer forms such as small dino-

saurs and a, peculiar long-limbed, plant-eating reptile, Trilophosaurus, probably
belonged to the upland fauna which is not generally preserved. Prior to field
work done by the State-Wide Palcontologic-Mineralogic Survey, practically all
vertebrate fossils collected from the Texas Triassic had been found as isolated

specimens, never in bone beds or ’'quarries.” Work Project No. 13352 located
three prolific quarries in Howard County. -

'

"
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The State-Wide project assembled a great quantity of well preserved skull

and skeletal material from the Do drum of three counties \ namely, Howard, Borden,
and Crosby.

Howard County.—Site No# 3> Lee. No. 31098, s located 3 miles north of the

settlement of Otis Ohalk, in the northeastern part of the Ho ward~Glassco ck oil

field. Vertebrates were found at various sites within a snail radius in the head

of a north-facing valley. The bones were in red, fine, sandy shales. A hard in-

crustation of iron oxide and calcite covered the surface of the bones. From
these scattered sites were obtained an excellent phytosaur skull, part of the

skull of another with a perfect lower jaw, portions of the skull and shoulder

girdle of Buettneria, and several skeletal elements of Be snat osuchus. Fragmen-
tary remains of ganoid fishes were present at one site.

Quary No. 1, Loc. No. 31025, is situated about lj miles cast of site No. 3*
also in the Howard-Glasscock field about 15 miles southeast of Big Spring. A

quarry was opened around the slope of a low hill for 150 feet and worked back

into the hill about 30 feet, The fossils obtained are predominantly Trilophosaurus
including many associated or articulated skeletons.

Fauna:

Trilophosaurus “buottneria Case

Phytosaur, gen. not yet detemined

Pseudo suchian indet.

Buettncria.sp.

Quarry No. 2. Loc. No. 31099* is about 100 yards east of quarry No. 1, at

the foot of the east end of the same hill, at a considerably lower level. Ma-

terial thus far prepared from this site consists entirely of very small remains

of Trilophosaurus, considerably smaller than material obtained from quarry No. 1.

Quarry No. 3> Loc. No. 3HOO, about 1 nile south of quarry No. 1, thus ap~

proxinately 3 miles northeast of Otis Chalk, was the largest excavation nade.

A great quantity of large material was taken from this quarry, including several

Buettneria skulls and numerous skeletal elements, phytosaur skulls, and skeletal

elements, and miscellaneous Desnatosuchus material. From quarry No. 3A, Loc.

No. 31185* which is actually an extension of quarry No. 3* was obtained a nearly
complete articulated skeleton of Desnato suchus, including complete articulated
front and hind limbs and feet.

Fauna:

Buettneria sp.

Angisto rhinu s sp.

Possibly other phytosaurs (none yet prepared)
Desnato suchus sp.

Quarry No. 4 is on a flat area of Badlands draining to the south, just east

of the center of Sec. 86, 31k. 29, Waco & Northwestern Railroad Survey. In the

sane general area is site No. 3 quarries Nos. 1 and 2.

Buettneria skull

49
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Site No. 7 is located in Texas & Pacific Survey, Blk. 32, township 1 south,
Secs. 13-14-23-24-25-26.

Associated vertebrae, limb bones, jaws, etc.

(not yet prepared or identified)

Borden County.—An articulated skeleton of Desnato suchus, partially com-

plete, including a good skull and lower jaws, was collected by W.P. 13352 fron

a site in Borden County.

Site No. 1. About 12 niles northwest of Vincent, Howard County, in breaks

along Colorado River;

Phytosaur, not yet prepared
Desnatosuchus sp. (partial skeleton, skull and jaws)

Crosby County.—Work Project No. 15995 collected Triassic vertebrates in

this county. Although a fairly large collection was made in Crosby County, no

great coneentrations of bones were found, and as a whole the material is not

as well preserved as the fossils fron Howard and Borden counties. Vertebrate

remains were received by the laboratory fron the following sites:

Site No. 1. A. J. Swenson ranch, 15,4 niles south and 3 niles east of

Crosbyton, at the head of Hones (Holmes) Creek. Fifty-four specimens were taken

fron this site.

Fauna:

Desnato suchus sp.

Phytosanr, not yet determined

Buettneria sp.

Xenognathus sp.

Site No, 2, W. W. Brunson ranch, over an area 6 to 17 niles southeast of

Crosbyton, nostly from the Cedar Mountain area. One hundred and thirty-eight
packages of fossils were collected fron this area.

Fauna (field identification):

Ceratodus
Xono gnathus
Phytosaurs
Desnatosuchus sp.

Amphibian (several skulls)

A snail collection of Triassic vertebrates from the Ned Elliot ranch, 4
niles west of Spur, on Hone Creek, was prepared and catalogued (Loc. No, 31097).
It consisted of;

Phytosaur (undetemined)
Labyrinthodont (undetemined)
Unio shells
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Dickens County.—A small collection of vertebrates made in Dickens County
in 193 S by a Mineral Resource Survey Unit was prepared and catalogued. The data

on these localities are inadequate and should be given further study.

Loc. No# 30772, An old stream channel deposit 8 miles northwest of Spur:

Phytosaur fragments

Loc. No. 682; 3 niles from the Spur ranch

Fhytosaur and labyrinthodont teeth

Loc. No. 1010. Near tank north of old Espuela ranch

Labyrinthodont fragments
Phytosaur, fragnents

Loc. No. 1013. Labeled "probably Dickens County"*

A portion of a phytosaur skull

Loc. Ho. 1018. from Dickens County:

Surface float

Cretaceous

Over one-fourth of the area of Texas has Cretaceous formations outcropping
at the surface, a total of about 75»000 square miles. These deposits are mainly

marine, with some littoral facies. Thus it is not surprising that collections

obtained from the Cretaceous are mainly fish and marine reptiles. The late Cre-
taceous seas swarmed with bony fish, large and small, not greatly different from

those of today. A giant of the time, Xiphactinus, a bulldog-faced relative of
the tarpon, often exceeded 15 feet in length. Monstrous sea lizards, known as

mosasaurs, were probably the most ferocious of the marine reptiles. Less common,
and even more bizarre, were the plesiosaurs, large marine reptiles with wide flat

bodies and extremely long necks. The seas abounded in shellfish on which most of

the animals fed.

On land the dinosaurs were the dominant types. The fact that these beasts

once inhabited Texas is recorded by well preserved foot imprints in limestone

deposits of central Texas and occasionally a few skeletal remains. In western

Texas where there are non-marine beds of Cretaceous age, there are numerous skele-

tal remains of dinosaurs. The discovery and collection of trails of dinosaur foot

impressions from the Glen Rose limestone, in Somervell and Bandera counties, was

probably one of the most interesting accomplishments of this project.

Most of the skeletal material obtained by this project was from Upper Cre-

taceous marine deposits in Grayson, Fannin, and Lenar counties in northeast Texas,
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Lamar County.—Material received by the laboratory from this county was col-

lected by Work Project No. 13721. Collections were made from the Roxton beds, at

the top of the Cober Chalk member of the Taylor formation. The Roxton beds are

hard, coarse-grained, variegated red and buff limestone, sometimes composed largely
of foraniniferal tests. Fossils were discovered originally in quarries opened for

road material. A few mosasaur bones were discovered in this way but were too frag-
mentary and broken to be of value. The most interesting specimens obtained are

small teleost fish and crustaceans which were enclosed in hard concretion nodules.

A collection of fossil leaf imprints was obtained from Eagle Ford sandstone

in the northern part of the county. A list of the sites, together with the fauna

from each, is given below;

Site No. 1, Loc. No. A quarry known as the Maness pit, near Arkansas

Church, on top of hill 100 yards east of highway No. 188, 2.1 miles north of the

railroad depot at Roxton. Twenty concretions containing either fish or lobsters,
Part of a mosasaur skeleton, and numerous invertebrates were collected.

Fauna j

Lobster: Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel

Inocerarms sp.
Shark teeth

Berycoid fish

Clidastes? sp.

Site No. 2. About 50 feet west of Highway No. 188, about 0.2 mile north from

city limits of Roxton. This site is a continuation along the strike of the Roxton

beds from sites 1 and 8 and is within view of the latter site. A single concre-

tion containing the skeleton of a small fish was obtained from this quarry.

Site No. 5* Northwest corner of Lamar County, on south bank of Red River,
in an old quarry, 0*75 nile west of the community of Razor, 6 miles west of Chicotae

A few invertebrates and some nosasaur vertebrae ?/ere found in the Woodbine sand-
stone at this site. The main collection consisted of several blocks containing
excellent imprints of dicotyledonous leaves.

Site No. 8. The Maxwell pit, 1.1 miles north of the Roxton depot, just east

of highway No. 138. In the Roxton beds and similar to sites 1 and 2. Six concre-

tions were obtained.

Eauna;

Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel

3erycoid fish near Koloptyx

Fannin County,—A single site, Loc. No. was worked by Work Project
NO. 1534 s for approximately six months. This quarry may he reached hy going south

on surfaced road 4 miles from Savoy and turning east on dirt road for 0.75 nile.

The quarry is on the west slope of the hill just "beyond the first creek, south of

road. At this site fossils were obtained from the Ector chalk, basal member of

the Austin formation in northeast Texas, Slue Eagle Ford shale forms the floor of

Savoy pit. For 10 feet above the shale, the walls consist of blue-gray, argil-
laceous limestone, cut by numerous vertical joints.
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Above this are 2 to 3 feet of thin-bedded limestone overlain by up to 3 feet

of black clayey soil. Remains of fish were found throughout the section. The
rock split poorly, and good specimens were difficult to obtain.

The best preserved fish, and also the largest, were obtained from the

thin-bedded limestone at the top of the section. A 15-foot skeleton of

Xiphactinus was obtained from this level. A total of specimens was col-

lected from this quarry. Preliminary identification reveals these forms:

Enoploclytia sp. (a oral))
Ptychodus nortoni

Selachii, sp. div.
Teleost fish, several, undetermined

Mosasaur, gen. indet.

Plesiosaur, gen. indet.

Xiphactinus sp.

Grayson County.—Field work in Grayson County was done by Work Project No,

16360. Quarries in the Austin chalk were worked for fish and reptile remains,
and a few sites in Eagle Ford shale were investigated.

Site No. 1. Woodlawn quarry, 3 niles north and 2.2 miles east of the

Grayson County courthouse in Sherman, in the Austin chalk exposures on Calf

Creek, Six specimens, all fish, were obtained here.

Site No. 2. Wj H. Fleming land (Clark estate) 2 miles north of Southnayd.
A few vertebrae, ribs and girdle fragments of plesiosaur were obtained here.
Most of the vertebral column and some of the paddle bones of a large plesiosaur
which were taken from this site several years ago were donated by Mr. Clark to

the Texas Memorial Museum.

Site No. 3* H. G. Wallace farm, 6.5 miles northwest of Sherman, in base of

Austin chalk, a horizon as the Savoy pit in Fannin County.

This quarry was opened for road materials, and a great amount of vertebrate

remains was turned up. Several packages of fossils were taken from this quarry.

Fauna (field identification):

Lobster

Ptychodus (slab with SS teeth)
Selachii, various forms

Telcost fish, numerous specimens
Mosasaur, 2 skulls, not yet determined

Bandera County.-**- Work Project No. 15087 spent two months collecting dino-

saur tracks from the Glen Rose formation in Bandera County. Two large sauropod
tracks taken from the Davenport ranch, 13.6 miles southwest of the city of

Bandera, were sent to the laboratory. A considerable area of tracks was exposed
along a creek at this site, including both theropod and sauropod tracks, but no

good tracks were found, and the project in this county was abandoned in order to

work a better locality in Somervell County.
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Somervell County.—Several excellent dinosaur tracks were obtained from

this county by Work Project No. 15446. (These tracks are described and illus-

trated by R. T. Bird, "A Dinosaur Walks into the Museum, 11 Natural History,
PP. 74-81, February, 1941. A slab 10 by 25 feet containing a portion of sauro-

pod and theropod trails was received at the laboratory. It was necessary to

break this slab of limestone into several hundred pieces in order to take it

up to transport to Austin. These pieces were fitted together by laboratory
workers, and the tracks are now displayed on the grounds of the Texas Memorial

Museum. A similar slab was sent to the American Museum of Natural History,
New York City.

Travis County.—On Onion Creek, about one-fourth mile below the Bastrop
highway bridge, l 4 miles east of Austin, Travis County, a nearly complete
mosasaur skeleton was discovered in the Navarro formation (Upper Cretaceous)
in 1934. This specimen was collected in 1936 »

and the skull was mounted for

exhibition during the Texas Centennial celebration. Afterwards, the specimen
was shattered by workmen who were moving it from the exhibition hall. The
skull was repaired and the remainder of the skeleton prepared in the laboratory
of the State-Wide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey. Besides being a well pre-

served and nearly complete skeleton, this specimen is of interest as being one

of the largest and latest known mosasaurs, apparently near to Mosasaurus from

the Maestrichtian of Belgium.

Other small collections from Travis County which were prepared and cata-

logued are:

Loc. No. 2466; 7*5 miles northeast of Austin, on Manor road: Mosasaur

vertebra from the Taylor formation.

Loc. No. 31027. On Little Walnut Creek, 400 yards below the Austin-Manor
road bridge: Part of a mosasaur skeleton from the Austin Chalk.

Loc. No. 31102. On Little Walnut Creek, 5 miles northeast of Austin on

Cameron road: Mosasaur bones from Austin chalk.

Loc. No. 31103* One mile northeast of Sprinkle, in Sec. 23, Blk. g4
Mosasaur vertebra from Taylor marl.

Williamson County.-—A portion of a nosasaur skeleton was collected from

Taylor Marl of Williamson County by a mobile unit of the laboratory. The site
is on the Carl Almquist property and may be reached by following the Taylor high.'

way 4,6 miles east from Hutto, then turning north at a school house and follow-

ing road north to the Bengston house, the first of a group on the left of the

road. The fossil was obtained from exposures along a gully about 100 feet west

of the southernmost outbuilding.

McLennan County.—Several vertebrate localities in the Cretaceous of this

county, investigated by a mobile unit of the Austin laboratory, are:

Loc. No# 31105* W# W. Davis fam, 5*9 rtiles south and west of Lorena on

Moody road. A plesiosaur skeleton was encountered in a well, about 10 feet be-
low the surface and f 0 feet below the base of the Austin chalk, in the Eagle
Ford formation. The well is 20 feet north of the road and 30 feet west of a

small creek at the foot of a hill west of a church. Part of the badly dana<g©3
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material was sent to Baylor University at Waco, but most of the skeleton was

carted away by local inhabitants before collectors arrived. Fragmentary feet

elements and a tooth were brought to the laboratory.

Loc. No. Blue Cut, 2 miles north of Moody on the Santa Fe Railroad;

Small collection of fish teeth, mostly Ptychodus cf. anonymous Williston.

Loc. No. 311C4* Mrs. Hams Staten fam, 2 miles east of Moody: A small

fish with the natural body fom.

Montague County.—A dinosaur femur, collected by W. P. No. 16321 from the

0. N. Watson gravel pit, 2 miles west of Bowie, fron the Trinity sand, was pre-

pared and catalogued in the laboratory. The specimen has not been identified.

Brewster County.—A few dermal plates of a dinosaur (Palaeoscincus?) do-

nated by Raymond W. Miller were prepared and catalogued in the laboratory. This
material came from the Aguja formation (Upper Cretaceous) near the Chisos Moun-

tains.

Tertiary

Tertiary deposits in Texas cover the major portion of the Coastal Plain,

cap the High Plains and Llano Estacado, and occur in the block mountains and

basins of west Texas. The Eocene strata of the Coastal Plain are dominantly
marine, but the outcropping formations of later Tertiary age are largely non-

marine. No remains of terrestrial vertebrates have been found in the Eocene
of Texas; indeed, the occurrence of cetacean remains from the Eocene of this

state are exceedingly few. The Catahoula formation of Oligocene age has yielded
only a single specimen, a Caenopus maxillary. The Miocene, Oakville, and Flem-

ing formations, contains two or more faunas. From localities in Grimes, Wash-

ington, San Jacinto, Polk, Live Oak, Bee, and Goliad counties, a great amount
of material from upper Miocene or lower Pliocene beds was collected.

Eocene

Trinity County.--A single fragment of a vertebra, unidentified, was prepare
and catalogued fron Loc. No. 311&W on Tar Kiln Creek, Ilobbs Jackson
formation.

Gonzales County.—>A posterior thoracic vertebra of Basilosaurus ceteoides

was collected, prepared, and catalogued by W. P. No. 17210 fron Site No. 1,
Loc. No. 31202, Louis Dußose property, 6 niles south of Gonzales on highway
No. 29, Jackson formation.

Miocene

Polk County*—»Oollections were made by a no"bile unit of the laboratory and

by T7.P. 17060 from Site No. 1, Loc. No. 31057* Mrs. E. V. Barringer fam, 4
miles east of Moscow, in northern Polk County, a snail area of badlands in an

old field. The fossils occur throughout a considerable thickness of soft

massi-ve marl which is about 200 feet abovo th.« tuase of the Plening.
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Fauna;

Rhinoceratid indet.

Merychippus cf. veilicans

Miohippus cf. navasotae

Prosthennops sp.

Amblycaster sp.

Crocodilia indet.

Lepisosteus sp•

Amphicyon sp..
Cynodesmus or Nothocyon sp.

Camelid indet.

Palaeomerycid indet.

Site No. 2, Loc. 31183. J. E. Smith farm, near Goodrich, ~[ miles south

and 2 miles east of Livingston, in badlands along a small creek, south of road.

Upper Eleming. Collecting was done by Work Project No# 17060.

Fauna:

Alticamelus sp.

Camelid undet.

Hannippus sp, (skull)
Merychippus sp,

Piiohippus sp,

Calippus sp.

Aphelops sp.

Blastomeryx sp. (skull and jaws)
Cervid, indet.

Palaeomerycid indet,

Tomarctus sp.

Alligator (good jaws)

Site No. 3, Loc. No. 31200. One-half mile southeast of Site No. 2:

Fauna:

Merychippus sp.

Equid, undet.

Aphelops sp.

Camel id

Palaeonerycid
Rodent, undet
Tomarctus sp.

Trilophodon sp.

Alligator sp.

San Jacinto County^—-Site No# 1, Loc# No. JIIJO. Mrs. Ella McMurray farm

C. E. Abbey survey A-55» near Point Blank. Same horizon as the Barringer si:;

near Moscow in Polk County;. Eossils received by the laboratory from this sit*,

were collected by a mobile unit of the laboratory and by W.P. No. 17060.
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Fauna:

Merychippus sp.

Equid, undet

Rhinoceratid, indet.

Camelid, indet.

Palaeomerycid
Protoceratid

Carnivore

Lepisosteus sp.

Aneiurus

Crocodilia

Site No. 2
0 Loc, No. 31191; I*3 nile northwest of Cold Spring. Exten-

sive badland area east of road. Upper Sleming. Sossils from this locality
were collected by a mobile unit of the laboratory.

Fauna:

Equid
Nannlppus sp.

Merychippus sp.

Pliohippus sp.

Calippus sp.
Aphelops sp.

Alticanelus sp.

Canelid

Blastoneryz sp.

Palaeonerycid
Cervid

Prosthennops sp.

Trilophodon sp.,

Tonarctus sp.

Carnivore, indet.

Alligator sp.

Site No. 3« Loc, No. 31219; lj miles north of Cold Spring on Jin Donahoe
farm. Upper Planing. Sossils received at the laboratory from this site were

collected by W. P. No. l'fObO. A large collection of well preserved material
has been prepared and catalogued.

Fauna;

Merychippus sp.

liquid, undet.

Aphelops sp. (several skulls and jaws)
Canelid

Prosynthetoceros sp. (skill 1)
Palaeonerycid
Tonaretus sp.

2 1 11 ophodon sp.

2.0 d-\nt, undet.

Alligator sp.
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Site No. 4. Mrs. Lilia Bennett farm, 3*5 niles west of Point Blank to-

ward pump station of American Liberty Pipe Line Company. Fossils in gully
300 feet northeast of Bennett farm house. This site appears to be in about

the same horizon as the Barringer site in northern Polk County and the Ella

McMurray site near Point Blanks A few fragmentary remains were collected

by Work Project No. 17060. These fossils were prepared in the laboratory but

have not been finally identified.

Rhinoceratid

Equid

Site Noo 5* Bob Wanza farm, Morris survey, 2.35 miles south of Point

Blank; turn west through.field gate to badland area. Near the sane horizon

as the Barringer site in northern Polk County and the Ella McMurray site

northwest of Point Blank. A few fragmentary fossils collected by Work Pro-

ject No. 17060 were prepared but are not yet catalogued.

Rhinoceratid

Merychippus sp.

Site Ho. 6. D. Foster estate, 2 miles south of site No. 3* Fragmentary
remains received at the laboratory were prepared but are not yet catalogued.

Rhinoceratid

EquicL
?Anbl yeas tor sp.

Grimes County.—Loc. ho. An escarpment of the Oakville formation,
2J- miles north of Navasota, below old Garvin dairy, A few fragmentary remains
in old collection of the Bureau of Economic Geology were cleaned and catalogued
in the laboratory. The following forms are represented:

Turtle

Alligator
Parahippuis
Blastoneryx sp.

Tyler County,,--hoc. No. 31087. Town Bluff on hcch.es River, l 4 miles east

of Woodville® Lower Fleming. A few bone fragments and an alligator vertebra
were cleaned and catalogued in the laboratory*

Washington County*—Fossils from this county were in old collections at

the Bureau of Economic Geology and were cleaned and catalogued in the labora-

tory.

Loc. No. JloB|> On right-of-way of Southern Pacific Rail'road, one-haIf

mile east of depot at Brenham; in Oakville sandstone:

Fauna*

K sp •

Tt-iincc ero s indet.

&ii"i).ocaprid
gator

Tu-.d-io
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Loc. No. 31026. Near culvert 25? >
near Brenhan. Site has not Been in-

vestigated. One Merychippus tooth.

Loc. No. 31158' Halfway between mileposts 12g and 129 on the G-ulf-

Colorado & Santa Fe Railroad, north of Brenhan; Oakville formation; Bone frag-

ments, none of which are identifiable.

Loc. No. 31162. On the south side of the Brenham-Navasota highway, 15 •5
miles east of Brenhan. Oakville formation; A few fragments of horse teeth

and alligator vertebra.

Newton County.—Loc. No. 31160, On Richard Simmons’ league, 0.5 mile

east of Burkeville, south side of Little Cow Creek. Fleming formation. Frag-
mentary material in old collections of the Bureau of Economic Geology was

cleaned and catalogued.

Teleoceras sp.

Bone fragment, indet.

Pliocene

The fauna from the Lapara sandstone and higher beds of the Goliad forma-

tion appears to be either of latest upper Miocene or early lower Pliocene age.

Several important collections made by field units of the State-Wide Paleonto-

logic-Mineralogic Survey were prepared by the laboratory unit.

This fauna occurs in the Lapara sandstone, underlying the Lagarto Creek

clays of the Goliad formation. No fossils have been reported from the re-

stricted Lagarto clays defined by Plummer (Univ. Texas Bull. 3232, P* 7^o»
1932) nor from the Oakville sandstone at its type locality. The Oakville sand-

stone overlies the Catahoula and is presumably of lower Miocene age, is to be

correlated with the sandstone also overlying the Catahoula formation in Grimes

County at Navasota, and contains a lower Miocene fauna.

Live Oak County.—Material from this county was collected by W.P. No. 12592

Site No. 2, Loc. No. is situated on Ten Mile Water Hole Creek, the

first creek east of Lapara Creek on the George West-Beeville highway, about

0.5 mile downstream from bridge. Site is near the type locality of the Lapara
sandstone. About 200 specimens, mostly isolated teeth, were obtained.

Fauna:

Aneiurus sp.

Testudinidae, 2 sp.

Alligator sp.

Rodent indet.

Hypolague sp.

Aelurodon sp.

Aap.hicyon sp.

Snail canid, indet.

7Tr.il op ho don sp.
Toleoc,eras sp,

i\Teohipparion cf. coloradense

Nannlppus cf. retrusus
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Calippus francisi

Pliohippus cf. supremus

Hypohippus affine

Prosthennops sp.

Synthetoceros tricornatus

Camelidae sp. div.

Merycodus sp.

Palaeomerycidae, indet.

Loc. No. 31077. One-fourth mile from Mikeska, just "beyond right turn on

road to Dinero. Small collection made during reconnaissance.

Prosthennops sp.

?Merychippus sp.

Equid, indet.

Mastodont, indet.

Bee County.—The largest single collection of Tertiary fossils was ob-

tained from Site No. 1, Loc. No. 30896, Buckner ranch, on Blanco Creek, 12

miles east of Beeville on the Goliad highway. The site is about 1 mile up

Blanco Creek from the highway bridge near Berclair, on west bank of creek.

The collecting was done by W.P. No. 12510. Seven hundred and thirty-eight
numbered blocks of fossils were sent to the laboratory. The material was

very difficult to prepare because of chalky preservation. Nearly all of the

bones are flattened by compaction of overlying sediments.

Fauna:

Aneiurus sp.

Lepisostens sp.

Turtles, various gen.

Alligator sp.

Vulpes sp.

Gnatho'belodon luckneri n, sp.

Teleoceras sp.

Neohipparion sp.

Nannippqs sp.

Galippus sp.

Pliohippus sp.
Pliauchenia sp.

Camel id

Blastonoryx sp.

Site No. 15> Loc. No. 31081. On Medio Creek about 2 miles above the

Beeville-Berclair highway Bridge, on the Farish ranch. Unlike Site No c 1,
mastodon remains were rare here. The most abundant form was Teleoceras, 23
skulls having Been obtained. The two sites are probably near the sane hori-

zon, Four hundred and eighty-seven specimens were prepared and catalogued
from this site.

Fauna:

Lopisosteus sp.

Anoiurus sp„

Turtles, 2 sp.
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Alligator sp.

Rodent, indet.

Carnivore, indet.

Canid, indet.

Trilophodont mastodont

Aphelops sp. (good skull)
Teleoceras sp.

Neohipparion sp.

Calippus sp.

Pliohippus sp,

Prosthennops sp.
Protolabis sp.

?Procamelus sp.

Synthetoceras sp.

Blastomeryx sp.

Palaeomerycid
*/Meteoreodon sp.

.*/ Pirst record of an oreodont from Texas Coastal Plain

Site No. 17, Loc. No. 31132. On Bridge estate, 2.1 miles east and 1 mile

south of Normanna. The fossils occur in interdedded heavy cross-bedded sands

and duff calcareous clays exposed along a small arroyo tributary to Medio Creek,
about 0.5 mile west and 0.25 mile south of the farmhouse. Collection was made

by Work Project No. 12510. The fauna appears to be essentially the same as

that obtained from other localities in Bee and Goliad counties. Collection

consists mostly of isolated teeth, with a few jaws and skeletal parts.

Fauna*

Merychippus sp,
Calippus sp.

Nannippus sp.

Neohipparion sp.

Pliohippus sp.
Hypohippus sp.

Rhinoceratid

Teleoceras sp.

Megatylopus sp.

Procanelus sp.

Camelid indet.

Protolaois sp.

Biastonoryx sp.

Merycodus sp.

Palaeoneryeid
Antilocaprid
Cervid

Oreodont

Pro sthennops sp.

Amphicyon sp.

Aelurodon sp.

“Carnivore, indet.

Rodent, indet.

*/Mylagaulus sp.

Trilophodon sp.

Trionychid



Alligator sp.

Ameiurus sp.
Bird

Not previously reported from Texas Coastal Plain

Site No. IS, Loc, No. Mrs. S. M. Richards farm, left hank of Medio

Creek, 300 yards upstream from the mouth of small arroyo in which site No. 17
is located. This site yielded only a few specimens, hut among them was a, good

Nannippus jaw. Collected hy Work Project No. 12510; prepared and catalogued hy
the laboratory unit.

Fauna:

Alligator sp.

Trionychid
Trilophodon sp.

Ar.phicyon sp.

Nairnippus sp.

Calippus sp.

Pliohippus sp.

Neohipparion sp.

Prosthennops sp.

Site No. 19, Loc. No. 3H70- Right hank of Medio Creek, 0.25 mile south-

west of site No. 17; collected hy Work Project No. 12510; prepared and catar-

logued hy the laboratory unit. The fossils are fragmentary, hut an extensive

fauna was obtained.

Fauna:

Lepisosteus sp.

Tcstudo sp.

Trionyx sp.

Alligator sp.

Mylagaulns sp.

Canid cf. Aelurodon

Trilophodon sp.

Teleoceras sp.

Neohipparion sp.

Calippus sp»

Nannippus sp.

Pliohippus sp.

Met oroo don sp.
Pro cam plus sp.
Alticanelus sp.

"

'

Palaeonorycid
Blastoneryx sp.

Merycodus sp.

Goliad. Countyo~-Loc. No. 30730* Rock quarry on south hank of San Antonio
River at La Bahia Mission* .1 mile F~>uth of Goliad. Upper Goliad formation:
Equid metatarsalo
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Loc. No. 30895* Goliad State Park: One Neohipparion tooth

Loc. No. 31204. John Dye farm, on right south bank of Manhuilla Creek, 0.25
mile upstream from bridge on Goliad-Yorktown road, near base of high sandstone

bluff. One specimen, a maxillary of Nannippus. The specimen appears to be the

same age as material from Bee County sites.

Crosby County.—A large collection of vertebrate fossils was obtained from

the Blanco beds in Crosby County by Uork Project No. 15995* The material was

taken from numerous sites around the head of Blanco canyon, on the J. S. Bridwell
and Smith ranches, 10 miles north of Crosbyton, on the west side of the Crosbyton-
Ploydada highway. The fauna from this area is regarded by vertebrate paleontolo-
gists as the typical Upper Pliocene fauna of North America, This locality ms

first described by Cummins and Cope in IS9I-IS94* The described fauna includes

horses which are primitive members of the modern genus Equus, as well advanced

species of Nannippus, specialized mastodonts, Stegonastodon, glyptodonts, sloths,
a large camel, Megatylopus, and the hyaenicid dog Borophagus.

The fauna collected by this project consists largely of camels, with

Stegonastodon and Platygonus being fairly abundant. Many of the sites worked

contained only one form in any abundance? with only fragmentary remains of others

Equus (of the primitive Plesippus type) was found in only a few sites. Nannippus
was found at only one site, from which no other forms were obtained, and its as-

sociation with the Blanco fauna seems doubtful. The large camel is provision-
ally referred to Megatylopus, inasmuch as the type of that genus is M. spatula
(Cope) from the Blanco beds. Some of the specimens prepared exceed the typo of

M. spatula in size and closely resemble Titanotylopus and G-igantocamclus, two

genera recently described from the Pleistocene of Nebraska by Barbour and Schultz

Until these specimens have been fully studied their identification must be ten-

tative. Possibly more than one camel is present. Smaller camel is present whfcii

seems to be intermediate between Pliauchenia and Tanupolama. Below is a list of

sites from which collections were made, together with a faunal list for each site

Site No. 3, Loc. No. 3TT74. last side of Crawfish draw, 19 feet above con-

tact with red clay: Only a few teeth of Megatylopus Q

Site No. 4, Loc. No. 3^175J 350 yards south, 75 yards east of gate near

Mt. Blanco, in white sandy clay 34 feet above contact with red clay:

Stegonastodon sp.

Platygonus sp•

Megaxylopus spatula

Site No. 5 *
Loc« No* 3II7I; 350 yards S. 20° E. from gate near Mr. Blanco

at edge of "breaks, head of a canyon, 35 feet above contact with red. clay;

Stegonastodon sp„

Mylcdon sp.

Megatylopus sp.

Site No. 6, Loc« No. 1,1176. Approximately 0«5 mile duo north of Crawfish

*«mch.h.cxL&o-, ~n south side of canyon, mrderly?rg dlatonite "bed:
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Megatylopus sp.

Pliauchenia sp.
Antilocaprid
Flatygenus
Canid

Site No. 7, Loc, No. 3H77* On north side of steep bluff capped by reefy
limestone, 75 yards southwest of site No. S, at the contact:

Mastodont

Equus sp.

Megatylopus sp.

Site No. 8, Lqc. No. &0 yards west of site No. 11, 35 feet above

contact. Mostly Stegonastodon remains were obtained from this site.

St egonastodon sp.

Platygonus sp.

Site No. 9, Loco No. 31179* three-eighths mile northwest of Crawfish ranch

house, on south side of draw, 17 feet above contact. The greatest number of

horse bones obtained from any site in the area was obtained here.

Bird (unidentified)
Equus sp.

Megatylopus sp.

Site No. 10, LoCc No. 3H8O: 35 yards south of site No* 4, at contact, on

west side in "bottom of draw. Some Bison hones were obtained, near this site but

in a distinctly later deposit.

Megatylopus sp.

Site No. 11, Loc. No. 3HBIO At contact, on south point of ridge, 60 yards
east of site No. 8. This site yielded well preserved camel material and the

skull of Ischyrosnilus, the first skull known of this genus.

Megatylopus sp.

?Pliauchenia sp.

Ischyrosnilus sp, (skull and jaws)

Site No. 12, Loc. No. 3H82: 25 yards west of site No. 10, 35 feet above

contact. A single Stegonastodon tooth.

Site No. 13, Loco No. l5O yards northwest of Mt. Blanco, on south

side of snail draw, on Smith ranch:

Megatylopus sp.

St egonastodon sp.

Site No, 14, Loco No, Jliyk; 100 yards northwest of Mt, Slanco, within 30
feet ..of Mt, 31anco~Conc road* Turtle shell fragments and St egonastodon tooth.
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Site No. 15, Loc. No. 31195; 50 yards west of site No. 9, northwest of

Crawfish ranch house, on north side of draw;

Bquus sp„

Stogonastodon sp.

Mogatylopus sp.

Site No. 16, Loc. 25 yards northwest of site No. 17, in white sand
above flaggy sinestone, on west side of draw; collection not yet prepared.

Mastodont

Squid
Sloth

Site No. 17, Loc. No. 3H97» South side of canyon wall, below flaggy line

stone, 50 yards west of site No. 6: Articulated string of caudal vertebrae of

camel; Platygonus jaw.

Site No. 18, Loc. 31198; 120 yards S. 10° W. of site No. 21, south side of

draw, northern point of slope, at the contact, 6 feet below flaggy limestone;

Camel id

Platygonus sp.

Site No. 19, Loc. No. 31199; 100 yards southwest of Mt. Blanco, on south
side of draw, at the contact of red clay and overlying green sands.

Megatylopus sp.

Candid limb bones, indet.

Mas to do nt

Site No. 20, Loc. No. At contact, north side of draw, 35 yards N.

20° W, of site No. J, Material not yet prepared. Field identification:

Glyptodont
Mcgatylopus sp.

Squid
Turtle

Site No. 21, In sand on top of hill, 200 yards S. 30° W. of site No, 7*
Material not yet prepared. Field identification:

Mastodont

Site No, 22,. Loc*- Ho«-31216* Approximately 0,5 nile west of Calvin Sn:

house which is located 8 miles northeast of Crosbyton, Not yet prepared*
Field identification?

Equid

Hall Countyo —Leo, No. 1175= Material in old collections of the Bureau cf

Economic Geology which was prepared and catalogued by the laboratory unit, Th?
data are insuf iicie.nt

, reading Ha.ll County. 1 The material is. well

preserved and mcludoe the following forms:



Rhinoceros indet.

Nannippus sp.

Neohipparion sp.

?Plichippus sp.

?Metoreodon sp.

Testudo

Hartley County#—-A few fossils from this county were collected by a WPA

Mineral Resource Survey before the beginning of the State-wide Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey. The fossils were prepared and catalogued by the labora-

tory unit of the latter project.

Loc# No. 30771. Six niles west of Channing, in Sec. 53 > just north of

Channing-Romero road;

Small fish (Unidentified)

Loc. No. 307650 Richard Stevens farm, Sec. 21, H & TC Railroad Survey,
Blk. 49, about 7 niles west of Channing:

Small fish (unidentified)

Loc. No. 3°770. Seven niles west of Channing, Sec. IS, Blk. 49, sane as

Loc. No# 30765 s

Plants, insects, fish (unidentified)

loc. Ho, Bivins ranch, 5*5 niles southwest of Channing, Sec. 61,
31k. 5, G-ulf-Colorado & Santa Pe Railroad Survey.

Fauna:

Callppus sp,

Fouus sp®

Fliohippus sp.
Caroli d

Plia'ucher; j.a sp.

Megatylopus sp.
Cervid indot*
Canid

Rod erts Co tintyc -«-Lo c c
No# 31075* Parc el.I ranch, about 7 niles southwest

of Notla post' office-, Pcssils in sandy bentonitic material unconformabie cr

sand layer, overlain by dolomite, caliche, and liny sands, A good collect.lei
of fossils ms collected at this site in 1939 by an expedition from the Texas

Memorial Museum, The material, most of which consists-of rhinoceros skeletal,

elements, was prepared and catalogued by the laboratory.

Fauna:

Aphelops nxlaccrhlnus (skull)
Teleoceras fossiger (two skulls)
PI .'.Oiilppus sp, (skull)
Nar.aippus sp,

Neohipparion sp.
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Equid
Pliauchenia sp.
Alticamelus sp.

Prosthennops sp.

Amebelodon fricki (mandible)
Turtle

Loc. No. 30970* Chicken Creek Locality. A few horse teeth representing
Nannippus and Pliohippus, collected by Glen L. Evans, Geologist with the Bur-

eau of Economic Geology, were cleaned and catalogued.

Gray County*—-Loc. No. 30937* Dailey farm, 10 miles northeast of McLean.

Material was not collected by this project but was prepared and catalogued by
the laboratory unit.

Fauna:

Pliohippus sp,

Ehinoceratid indet.

Aphelops sp.

Cara el id indet.

Carnivore indet.

Turtle

Loc. No. 30343. Crew ! s Creek locality. Lower Pliocene.

Mastodont

Duval County.—Loc. No. 31059. Palangana salt done, 290 feet in well:

Neohipparion occidentale

Donley County.—Loc. No. 30974* Raymond Sarr ranch, Goldston. Lower Plio

cene. A few horse teeth.

Nannippus sp.

Neohipparion sp»

Armstrong County.—Loc. No. 30938* Cleo Hubbard ranch, 2 miles south of

Goodnight, south side of a spring on creek adjacent to a cultivated field, in

badland area. Collected by a 7/FA Mineral Resource Survey project. Prepared
and catalogued in laboratory.

Sauna:

Pliohippus cf. fossulatus

Neohlpparton currtylo
Squid
Pliauchenia sp.

Rhinoceratid indet.

Carnivore indet.
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PLEISTOCENE

Deposits of Pleistocene age are numerous throughout the State, The Houston

group, which forms an outcrop belt around 50 miles wide and extends around the

entire Coastal Plain, is the largest single area of Pleistocene deposits. Allu-

vial terraces bearing Pleistocene fossils are present within the valleys of all
the principal streams in the State. Some of these terraces are extensively de-

veloped, extending along most of tho length of the stream valleys. The Seymour
gravels of north-central Texas cover relatively large areas along the drainage
divides in six or seven counties. On the High Plains and in the Llano Lstacado

region numerous lakes and valleys contain deposits of Pleistocene age,

Most of the Pleistocene fossils collected by the State-Wide Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey were obtained from terraces along Blanco and Medio creeks in

Bee and Goliad counties, along Trinity River in Henderson, Navarro, and Free-

stone counties, along Brazos River in Stonewall County, and from a site in a

Coastal Plain deposit in San Patricio County. Material was obtained in lesser
amounts numerous other stream terraces and other types of deposits. Many
of the Pleistocene fossils prepared and catalogued in the laboratory were not

collected by field units of the project, having been collected previously by
Mineral Resource Survey projects, or donated by various individuals. Ail lo-

calities, from which fossils were handled by the laboratory, together with a

faunal list for each, are listed below.

Berclair Terrace

Bee and Goliad counties.—-All fossils obtained from these counties were

collected by Work Project No, 12510. Pleistocene fossils were obtained from
terrace deposits along Blanco and Medio creeks, main tributaries of Mission
River drainage system. Vertebrate remains from these terraces are for the most

part very fragmentary but represent a large number of genera. Special interest

is attached to them, for human artifacts were also found in the terraces, and
at one locality. Site No. 1 on Blanco Creek, a considerable number of artifacts

were found in association with and at lower levels than vertebrate fossils of

Pleistocene age.

Following is a list of sites fron which collections were nacU j

Site No. 1. Loc, No. 30899, 30834, 30853, 30538, 30924. Sight bluff of

Blanco Creek, 9350 feet upstream from Beeville-Goliad public road crossing,
Highway No. 96** Fossils and artifacts in terrace, vertebrate fossils in under-

lying Goliad formation (Pliocene).

Site No. 2, Loco No. 31056. Eight bluff of Blanco Creek, 4100 feet up-
stream from bridge on Beeville-Goliad road.

Site No. 3, Loc, No. Sight bluff of Blanco Creek, I'7oo feet upst"ea:
from bridge on Beevilie-Goliad road.

Site No. 4, Loc, No. 31035* Left bluff of Blanco Creek, about 6600 feet

upstream from bridge on Beeville-Goliad road.

Site No, 5, Loc. No. 31019* Out on east side Beeville-Goliad road at bridg
across Blanco Creek*



Site No. 6, Loc. No. 31034. Right bluff of Blanco Creek, 14,200 feet

downstream fron bridge on Beeville-Goliad road, on J. J. 0 1 Brian ranch, 600
feet upstream fron confluence of Miller and Blanco creeks.

Site No. 6a, Loc. No. 31058* Left bank of Blanco Creek, o*s nile down-

stream fron Site No, 6, on Pryor Lucas ranch.

Site No. 7, Loc, No. 31031. Left bank of Blanco Creek, about 5 niles

southeast of Berclair5 on Pryor Lucas ranch.

Site No. 8, Loc. No. 31046. Night bluff of Blanco Creek about six niles

southeast of Berclair on Heard ranch.

Site No. 9» Right bluff of Blanco Creek, 3 niles upstream fron Blanconia.

Worked flint, but no fossils, found here.

Site No. 10. Right bank of Blanco Creek, 2.25 niles upstream fron Blan-

conia bridge, on Fox ranch. Parelephas colunbi, poorly preserved and not col-

lected.

Site No. 11, Loc. No. 31047* Left bank of Blanco Creek, 0.75 niles down-

stream fron Blanconia bridge.

Site No. 12, Loc. No. 30882. Left bank of Boggy Creek, a tributary of

Medio Creek, on H. Snedal ranch.

Site No. 13* Loc. No. 31048. Left bank of Medio Creek, 2.5 niles above

crossing of highway No. 98, on S. ?. Parish ranch.

Site No. I3A, Loc. No. 3IOSO. On snail tributary of Medio Creek, approxi-
mately 0.5 mile fron site No. 13.

Site No. 14, Loc. No. 31082. On Medio Creek, Fox ranch, about 10 niles

downstream fron site No. 13*

Site No. 20, Loc. No. 3HS6, 1 nilo south of Berclair, 1 mile east, 4.3
miles southeast on ranch road, o*7 nile southwest on hank of Blanco Creek, Powers

ranch.

Site No. 21, Loc, No. 31192* Fron Berclair, 1 nile south, 1 nile east, 5
niles southeast, o*3 nile west to pipeline crossing Blanco Creek, right bank-

Lucas ranch. Approximately 1 nile downstream fron site No, 6a.

Site No. 22, On left bank of Poesta Creek, on J. Cris Wood rancho

The town of Berclair is located near and partly on the terrace on which th

sites listed above are located, and for convenience, the terrace has been desig-
nated the Berclair terrace. (See paper by E* H. Sollards, ’'Pleistocene Arti-
facts“and.,As..soelated Eossxls fron Bee County, Texas. 11 Bull.. G-eol. Soc. Aner.,
vol. 51, pp. 1627-1658, 2 pis., 7 figs., 1940.)
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Fauna of the Berclair terrace;

Parelephas colunhi

Archldiskodon inperator?
Mastodon anericanus

Equus gig-anteus?
Equus conplicatus
Equus frat emus?

Bison sp.

Gonelop_s sp*

Platygonus sp.
Odoccileus sp•

Aenocyon dirus

Holnesina sp.

Dasypus sp,,

G-lyptodont
Sloth indet,.

Ondatra zJhethicus

Si giro don hispidus
Lepus sp.

Scal.opus sp.

Bird, gen. indet.

Lizard, gen, indet.

Alligator sp.

Che] onia

Snake, gen. indet.

Invertebrates:

Bullmlus doalbatus

P°lygyra texas ianun

Hellcina crbicnlaoa tropica
Hellsoma trivolvis

Physa cono idea

Unionoris sp*

Sphaerim sp.

Goliad County.—Material fron the sites listed below was collected by Pori

Project No. 12510. The fossils have not yet been prepared, and locality um-

bers have not yet been assigned.

Site No. 1; 1,3 niles northeast of Berclair on road leading fron Catholic

Church (on left of Goliad highway) about 0.3 nile iron road on snail arroyo

draining in Miller Creek, 7/ilkerson ranch. Material poorly preserved*

Parolephas sp,

Squus sp.

Site No, 2. Two niles downstrean fron Berclair-Goliad highway on left ban!:

of Maja Arroya, Lucas ranch.

Parolephaa sp.

Turtle
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Site No. 5. Terrace on Lost Creek, 200 yards downstream fron first bridge
across Lost Creek after entering J. P. Dial ranch, on Berclair-Charco road.

Equus sp.

Trinity River Terraces

Pleistocene vertebrate fossils were collected fron the third terrace of

Trinity River in three counties by Work Project Nos. 13129 and 13130. Most of

the material obtained fron these localities is fragmentary, but it is all well

preserved. However, three good skulls, of elephant, sloth, and horse respect-
fully, were obtained at one locality. In addition to the large number of genera
represented, the material is of interest because at three sites it was found as-

sociated with stone images carved by nan. (See paper by E. H. Sellards,
r,Pleistocene Stone Inages fron Texas” (abstract): Bull. G-eol. Soc. Aner., vol.

51. p. 19I*. 19^0.)

Freestone County.—Site No. 1, Loc. No. 31072. John W. Carpenter fam,
1.5 miles west of Trinity River, 100 yards south of Highway No. 22, third ter-

race of Trinity River.

Fauna:

Equus conplicatus
odocoileus sp.

Snake, indet.

Henderson County.—ln this county, fossils were collected fron five differ-
ent gravel pits, all in the third terrace of Trinity River and located in the

vicinity of Trinidad. Three well preserved skulls, .Parelephas colunbi, Equus
conplicatus, and Megalonyx hrachycophalus, n. sp., were obtained fron the Boat-

wright pit. The sloth skull is the most complete Megalonyx skull yet discovered.
It is the only skull known on which the zygomatic arches are complete.

Bishop gravel pit No. 1, Loc. Nos.

Trinidad. Two stone images were found in this pit.

Fauna:

Parelephas colimbi

Equiis conplicatus
Tapims sp.

Canolops sp.

Bishop gravel pit No. 2, Loc. Nos, 30852, 30593 5 3*5 railes northeast of

Trinidad, on west side of fam on Brushy creek. One stone inage was found in

this pit.

Fauna:

Equus conplicatus
Mogalonyx sp.
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Bishop gravel pit No. 3, Loc. No. 31011; 100 yards due east of Bishop gravel
pit No. 2. Two tapir teeth, Tapirus sp., were collected from this pit.

Wharton gravel pit, Loc. Nos. 30731, 30787, Near Trinidad.

Fauna:

Parolephas colunM

Equus conplri.catus
Id son sp.

Oamolops sp o

Janupolana sp.

Leo Boatwright gravel pit, Loc. Nos, 30727> 307^7> 30907 (the majority of
the fossils from this site are catalogued under Loc, No. 30907) ; 2.5 miles

northwest of Trinidad* on Leo Boatwright farm.

Fauna:

Mastodon americanus

Parcl ephas eolunbd (sku‘‘l)
Equus- conpl. catus (skull)
Bison sp•

Qdocoileus eft virginianus
Ganelops sp*

Tanupclana sp,

Platygonus sp.
Canis sp.

Holnesina sp.

Megalonyx brachyccphalus, n. sp. (perfect skull)
Didelphis cl. virginianus
Spilogale sp.

Castor sp.

Bird, gen. indet.
Turtle

Navarro County.—Yalley Farms, Loc. No. JIOJO. Levee cut in third terrace
of Trinity River, in northeastern part of Navarro County, 23 miles northeast of

Corsicana.

Fauna;

Parolophas colnn'bl

Equus conplicatus
Sison sp.

Odocoileus cf. virginianus
Canelops sp.

Megalonyx sp.

Brazos River Terraces

The second largest Pleistocene terrace collection made by the Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey f ron a single county was taken from several different sites

along a high terrace of Brazos River in Stonewall County. Fossils obtained from

this area are well preserved, several specimens having been placed on exhibit in

the Texas Memorial Museum.



Stonewall County. --Fossils were collected from the following sites by
Work Project No. 13815.

Site No. 1, Loc. No. 31009* T. 0* Beidlenan farm, 5,6 niles north on

highway No. S 3 fron junction of Highway No, S 3 and No. 2SO, 2 niles north-

east of Aspemont.

Site No. 2. Eron courthouse in Aspemont, go north 9 niles on highway
No. S3, thence west 0.45 nile, thence 150 yards north.

Site No. 4, Loc. No. 31055* Eron Swenson, go west 6.5 niles on highway
No. 330: thence north 5*7 niles to Carlile well No, 2; thence 200 yards west.

Site No 6, Loc. No. Eron Swenson, go north on Brazos Valley
road; thence west about 1 nile to end of lane; in canyons about 0.25 nile

north fron end of lane.

Site No, 7* Loc. No. 31044; 200 yards west of site No. 6.

Site No* S. Loc, No. 31041. Bothy Clack farm, 6.5 niles north of Swenson,
on Brazos Valley road; thence 1 nile to end of lane; thence 1000 feet west in

edge of river Breaks*

Site No. 9, Loc. No. 310^3; 200 yards north of site No. 6.

Site No® 10, Loc. No. 2OO feet north of site No. b.

Site No. 11, Loc. No. 31052* John Ward farm, 500 yards southwest of site

No. S.

Site No. 12, Loc. No. 31112; 200 yards east of site No. 11.

Site No, 13, Loc. No. 31133* Thonas Eowler farm, 12 niles west of Swenson
on highway No. 3&0; thence 1 nile north to Carter draw.

Site No. 14, Loc, No. Mrs. J. D, Patterson Sr. faro, 6.5 niles
west of Swenson on highway No. 330; thence o*s nile north.

Site No. 15 » Loc. No, 31109* Mrs. Sophia Caldwell ranch, 12 niles west

of Swenson on highway No. 330; thence 3*l nile northeast.

Site No. 16. Loc. No. 3110~(. Jin Caneron farm, 9*25 niles north of Oil

G-lory; thence 2 niles east to fam house; thence 100 yards east to edge of

Bluff.

Site No. I6A, Loc. No. 3110S; Site No. l6s, Loc. No. 31135; Site No.

l6c, Loc. No. 3^37• All on the Jin Cameron farm; located from site No. 16.
300 yards north, 1000 feet east, and 1500 feet east, respectively.

Eauna;

Elephant
Equus sp.

Bison sp.

Bison alleni
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Odocoileus sp.

Canelops sp.

Tanupolana sp.

Platygonus sp.

Mylodon roßustus

ifo thro’therlun sp»

Holnesina sp.

Bird, gen indet.
Turtle

Other Terrace Sites

Duval County.—Loc. No. JlOfG. Terraco of San Diego Creek, 0.5 mile east

of San Diego, at bottom of terraco. A single series of Equus teeth was col-

lected by a mobile unit of the laboratory.

Gillespie County.—Loc. No. 30927, on right bank of Barrons Creek, 12p
yards downstream from the crossing of the old Burnet road, on property of Mr.

Hugo T. Priest. Lower terrace of the creek.

Most of the.skeleton of a large elephant, except for the skull and limb

bones, was collected at this site by a Mineral Resource Survey project. All
of the material was prepared and catalogued in the laboratory.

Gonzales County.—Pleistocene material from this county was collected by
Work Project No. 17210.

Site No. 1. Near Palmetto State Park, in high terrace of San Marcos
River. Numerous remains of elephant, nastodont, and horse were weathering out

along a gully cutting the terrace. Permission to collect at this site was re-

fused by the landowner.

Site No. 2. In Palmetto State Park, at the largest permanent spring,
about 75 yards southwest of the hot well at the Warn Springs foundation, ter-

race of San Marcos River. A few fragmentary elephant bones were collected,

Site No, 3* On the John Lanpkin farm, in first small gully crossed by-
road to Ottine from the Luling-Gonzales highway, about 0.3 mile from highway
intersection, in field on south side of road. Elephant material was abundant
at this site, but it was too poorly preserved to be collected.

Loc. No. 31130* Second terrace of Guadalupe River near the community of

Dreyer, on Dreyer property. An elephant jaw, Parelephas columbi, was collected
from this site.

Howard County.—The follov/ing Pleistocene sites were investigated by Work

Project No. 13352;

Site No. 1, Loc. No. 31022. Three miles east of Coahoma, in a shallow
•filled valley, on the north side of the old road which runs north of the rail-

road tracks. The major portion of a poorly preserved elephant skeleton and

fragmentary remains of Cynonys were obtained from this site.
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Site No. 2, Loc. No. 31215* Reagan gravel pit, J miles southeast of Big
Spring. Some poorly preserved elephant tusks and a camel limb bone were ob-

tained.

Site No. 4* On the western edge of Big Spring, in valley of Beals Creek,
in a gravel bank. An elephant skull was obtained; not yet prepared.

Kerr County#—A large elephant tusk was collected by a mobile unit of the

laboratory from a terrace site 4.2 miles west from county courthouse in Kerrville

barrow pit on northeast side of road.

Lamar County.—Work Project No. 13721 collected Pleistocene fossils from

the following sites in this county;

Site No. 3; o*s mile south and 0.1 mile east of Atlas, which is 6 miles
south and 3*5 miles west of Paris. A small amount of elephant material was ob-

tained from the left bank of a small creek to the east of the road on the out-

skirts of town.

Site No. 4, Loc. No# 3I07O; 2.5 miles north and 0.9 mile west of Inberson*

gravel pit owned by Arthur and Ton Skeen.

Elephant, tooth and jaws of young animal

Mastodon, teeth and jaws of young animal

Live Oak County.—Pleistocene fossils were collected in this county by
Work Project No. 12592 from the following sites;

Sites No. 1 and No. 2. On Lagarto Creek, southern part of county; produced
elephant and (horse?).

Site Eb* 3» LoC* No* 30901* Wallace farm, 1 mile northeast of the Kennedy*-
Three Rivers road and Ray Point cut-off. Possils from badlands on west side of

Sulphur Creek* Terrace of Sulphur Creek.

Fauna;

Elephant
Mastodon sp.

Equus sp.

Bison sp.

Site No, 4, Loc. No. 30926. About 3 niles downstream on Sulphur Creek

from site No. 3; one-fourth mile above bridge across Sulphur Creek on road north-

east from Ray Point, on right bank of the creek. A few elephant bones were ob-

tained from this site.

Loc. No. 30933* Gravel pit, 0.25 nilc east of Mount Lucas railway station,
3*B miles south of Dinero, on Holman Cartwright ranch; terrace of Nueces River.

Bauna:

Elephant

Equus sp.

Bison sp.



Loc. No, 30903* Canfield ranch, east of George West, 0.25 mile north of

intersection of highway with old Oakville road, 0.5 mile west of road in old

gravel pit. Only a single horse tooth was obtained here (Equus.)

Loc. No. 30726. Gravel pit on east bank of Nueces River on Harris ranch,
4 miles northeast of George West. Equus sp.

Loc. No. 30905* Lol Reagan gravel pit on Nueces River, 1 mile southwest
of Oakville, above the mouth of Sulphur Creek.

Fauna:

Equus sp.

Elephant
Bison sp.

Loc. No. A mobile unit of the laboratory made collections in Live

Oak County from a terrace on the east bank of Sulphur Creek, 1 mile below the

Ashur ranch house and about 1,5 niles above the crossing of the road which runs

east from the highway just south of San Christobal Creek at Sunniland. A skull
and part of a skeleton of Mastodon americanus were obtained, and from the sane

terrace near-by a portion of a camel limb bone was collected.

Milan County.—No fossils were collected by this project in Milan County,
but material from the two sites listed below was prepared and catalogued in the

laboratory.

Loc, No. 30933-* Pred Smith farm, west bluff of Brazos River, 600 feet be-

low highway bridge at Port Sullivan. A sudden rise of the river before collect-

ing was completed washed away a mastodon skull. A portion of a tusk was ob-

tained.

Loc. No. 30010. Gravel pit, 3 miles north of Minerva, on Aycock farm. An

upper tooth, Equus sp,, from this site was cleaned and catalogued.

Reeves County.—Loc. No. Jloyi, Rip-rap quarry on Red Bluff dan, Pecos

River, SE-g- Sec. 37, Blk. 57* T.l, Texas & Pacific Railroad survey. One horse

'tooth, Bquus sp., was catalogued from this site.

San Patricio County.—Collections from the site listed below were made by
Work Project No. 12592.

Site No. 2, Loc. No. Ten miles northeast of Sinton, on right bank

of Aransas River, about 1 mile above the bridge on which the St. Louis & Browns-

ville Railroad crosses Aransas River.

Only fragmentary remains were obtained, but several genera are represented.

Fauna:

Anancus sp.

Mastodon sp.

Parelephas sp.
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Equus sp.

Tapirus sp.
Bison sp.

Camelops sp,

Tanupolana sp.

Antilocaprid indet.

Odocoileus sp.

Holmesina sp.

G-lyptodont indet.

Rodent indet.

Keochoerus sp,
Testudo sp.

Cistudo sp.

Trionyx sp.

Alligator sp.

Site No, 3, Loc. No. 30961* Seven or 8 miles south of Mathis, from cavings
beneath bluff. A mastodon tooth from this locality was cleaned and catalogued.

San .Saba County.—The sites listed below were investigated by a mobile unit

of the laboratory.

Site No. 1, Loc. No. 31026. Nollin ranch, 3*5 niles west of Pontotoc, near

an old lime kiln. Only few remains of a turtle were obtained from this site.

Site No, 2, Loc. No. 31036; 4.1 miles west of Pontotoc, on Brady road; just
beyond right hand turn at top of rise, turn left through a wire gate, Possils

were collected from creek banks at and below Carson Holloway windmill. Eragpen-
tary material, representing elephant and Bison.

• Loc. No, 30005. Two miles northeast of San Saba, o*s nile south of San Saba
River. A portion of an elephant femur from a pit 12 feet deep, and 50 feet above

present river bed, was cleaned, prepared, and catalogued.

Starr County.-—Loc, No. 31023. Bluff in second terrace of the Rio Grande,
7 miles upstream from Rio Grande City, and 1000 feet southeast of La Rosita

school house. An elephant jaw, Parolephas columbi, donated by a local resident

was prepared and placed on exhibit in the Texas Memorial Museum,

Taylor County.—Collecting in this county was done by Work Project No. 13107°

Loc. No. 30941. Pamally farm, about 4 miles west of View, north of dry
creek, at south margin of cultivated field, 0,4 mile west of Pamally farm house,

Fauna:

Mastodon americanus

Elephant

Loc, No* John Guitar estate, 4 nilcs east and 1 mile south of Abilene,
on Lytle Creek, A few fragmentary remains of elephant were obtained.
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Travis County.—No collecting was done in the Pleistocene of this county
by the Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey. A few fossils donated by local resi-

dents were cleaned and catalogued.

Loc. No-. 30003* E. W. Harvey farm, 2 miles east of Austin. Fragmentary
elephant remains.

Loc. No. East of Big Walnut Creek, 1 nile north of Manor road cross-

ing. A single tooth, Equus, was catalogued fron this site.

Loc. No. 3115T* E* W. Harvey's gravel pit, between 12th Street, Austin,
and Webberville road. Terrace of Colorado River, Four teeth of Equus were clean-

ed and catalogued fron this site.

Victoria County.—Several Pleistocene fossils were encountered by an arche-

ology crew, a unit of the WPA State-Wide Archeological Survey, while excavating
the Morhiss Mound in Victoria County. This material was donated to the Paleonto-

logical laboratory where it was prepared and catalogued.

Loc. No. 30906 and No. 30239* Ton Joshua and Patrick Waelder farms. The
f,Morhiss Mound,' 1 about 200 yards east of Guadalupe River, O.S nile southeast of

Victoria. The material is very fragmentary but represents several genera.

Fauna;

Archidiskodon inperator
Parelephas colunbi

Equus conplicatus
Equus frat emus

Nannippus sp. ("Pliocene fom)
Bison sp,

Odocoileus cf. virginianus
Tanupolana sp.

Platygonus sp.

Canis sp.

Alligator nississippiensis
Turtle

Megalony

Wilbarger County.—Fragmentary remains of horse and sloth obtained fron the

site listed below were cleaned and catalogued.

Loc. No. 31025. Terrace of Bed River at Red Bluff. The terrace is approxi-
mately 100 feet above flood plain of the river.

Fauna:

Eguus sp.,

Mylo&on sp.

Cave Deposits

Bexar County.—A snail collection of Pleistocene vertebrates collected for
The University of Texas in 1936 "by William S, Strain was cleaned and catalogued.



Loc. No. 30733* Priesenhan Cave, near Bulverde, 19 miles north, 2 niles

west from San Antonio, on Priesenhan ranch, 0.5 mile from ranch house.

Fauna:

Parelephas colunM

Pinofastis serus

Mephitis sp.

Turtle

Sink Hole Deposit

Roberts County.—Fossils from this county were collected by a Mineral Re-

source Survey project prior to 'the beginning of the Paleontologic-Mineralogic
Survey* The material was obtained from sediments in a sink hole. The fossils
are fragmentary and poorly preserved but are of interest because Folsom points
were associated with then. This association of artifacts and fossil bones was

reported in a paper by E. H. Sellards, "Artifacts Associated with Fossil Elephant:
Bull, G-eol, Soc. Aner., vol. 4s, pp. 193^*

Loc. No. 30721. Cowan ranch, 9 niles northwest of Miami; a sink hole con-

taining elephant bone's and Poison points in association.

Gulf Coastal Deposit

San Patricio County.—Vertobrate fossils collected from a caliche pit on

the W. E. Tedford farm near Ingleside, represent the greatest variety of forms

and are the best preserved Pleistocene fossils obtained by the Paleontologic-
Mineralogic Survey. This site ranks with the best Pleistocene localities known

anywhere. More than two thousand specimens, collected by Work Project No. 12592,
were prepared and catalogued by the laboratory unit.

The bones were in an old filled pond, from 6 to 10 feet below the surface.

The overlying sediments were quite calcareous and were used by the county for

road-surfacing material. The fossils were embedded in unconsolidated calcareous

sand containing lentils of clay, a few rounded pebbles, and numerous marine in-

vertebrate shell fragments. This sand rests unconformably on Beaumont clay.

Sone of the material collected includes two Aenocyon skulls and the major
portion of a skeleton as well as a conplete skeleton of the large ground sloth,
Mylodon harlani, and parts of several other sloth skeletons; a glyptodont cara-

pace; skull and jaws of a deer, Odocoileus virginianus, and numerous skeletal

elements; a horse skull, Equus conplicatus, and numerous skeletal parts and iso-

lated teeth; several jaws, vertebrae, and limb bones of tapir, Tapirus veroensis;
several skeletons of the prairie dog, Cynonys ludovicianus; and a great quantity
of mastodon and elephant material.

The conplete faunal list is given helow.

Site No. 1, Loc. No. 30967* caliche pit on W. E. Tedford fam. Prom

Inglesido, go 0.2 nile from fork of road just south of town; thence east (left)
0.9 nile; thence north (left) o*3 nile to pit.
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Fauna:

Parelephas columbi

Mastodon americanus

Equus complicatus
Tapirus veroensis

Bison antiquus
Camelops sp.

Tanupolama sp.

Cervus sp.
Odocoileus virginianus

Capromeryx minor

Antilocapria indet.

Platygonus sp.

Aenocyon sp.
Canis sp.

Snilodon callfornicus

Feils atrox

Felis concalor

Ursus sp.

Cynomys ludovicanian

Lepus sp.

G-oonys sp.

Boethrodontonys sp.

Mylodon harlani
ITo thro therrun sp.

Mogalonyx sp.

Holnesina soptrionalis

Dasypus sp.

Bore-ostracon sp.

Testudo n. sp.

Cistudo sp.

Trionyx sp.

L i zard, ?Anphis~baena
Snake, 2 or more Colubridae

Alligator nississippiensis
Frog, undet.

Bird, undet.

L.episostcus sp.

Aneiurus sp.

Museum Exhibits

The specimens listed "below were prepared and lounted "by the Irdoratory unit

and placed on display in the Texas Memorial Mo.so tw

Several snail Cretaceous teleost fishes and lobsters,
Astacodes maxwelli Stenzel

Phytosaur skull and jaws, Angie torhii ns sp«

Amphibian skull, Euettncria sp,

Mosasaur skull and jaw, Mosasauras, n. sp-,
Mastodont skull and jaws, Gnathobeloclon buckneri Sellards
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Mastodont skull and jaws. Mastodon americanus

Mastodont palate (plaque)Mastodon americanus

Mastodont palate (plaque), Stegomastodon sp.

Mastodont mandible, Amebelodon fricki

Elephant skull and jaws, Parelephas columbi

An articulated hind link and foot, elephant
Series of elephant teeth

Series of mastodont teeth

Rhinoceros skull, Aphelops malocorhinus

Rhinoceros skull, Teleoceras fossiger
Two horse skulls, Equus complicatus
Horse skull, Equus fraternus

Bison skull, Bison alleni

Bison skull, Bison antiquus
Bison skull, Bison occidentalis

Three camel skulls, Camelops sp.

Wolf skull, Aenocyon sp.

Sloth skull, Megalonyx brachycephalus McAnulty
Sloth skeleton. Mylodon harlani

Glyptodont carapace, Boreostracon sp.

West of fossil turtle eggs
Turtle carapace (large) Testudo, n. sp.

Several small turtles, Cistudo sp.
Dinosaur track exhibit, slab of limestone 25 by 10 feet containing

both sauropod and theropod trails
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Mineralogical Division

With the advent of the present National emergency, all paleontologi-
cal field work was stopped, and mineral survey units were established.

It then became necessary to set up a laboratory to identify, analyze, or

otherwise interpret the nineralogical data being collected by field units

on the project. A chemical laboratory was established on July 5* and

was continued until the close of the project.

Chemical Laboratory.—Samples of mineral products collected by the

various field units were shipped to the chemical laboratory located at the

Bureau of Economic Geology in Austin, The supervisor of the chemical lab-

oratory was a trained chemist who worked under the direction of a sponsor’s

representative, the staff mineralogist with the Bureau of Economic Geology.

Analyses were sent to the assistant project supervisor in charge of

the field unit which collected the samples so that the data could be in-

corporated in final reports prepared by the field supervisor and published
by The University of Texas Bureau of Economic Geology.

Certified workers assisted the chemist by -washing apparatus and pre

paring samples for analysis.

Below is an outline of the work done in the chemical laboratory:

Peat;

1. Performed research on samples from Lee County in an effort to

determine the possibility of using peat for insulating pur-

poses.

2. Analysed numerous samples from bogs in San Jacinto, Polk,
Gonzales, and Guadalupe counties for moisture content, ash,
and pH.

Asphalt:

1. Determined asphalt content of numerous asphaltic samples from

Montague county.
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Publications Resulting from Accomplishments of

The Statewide Paleontologic-Mineralogic Survey

Bird, R.T.

A Dinosaur Walks into the Museum
Natural History, February, pp. 74-81

Campbell, T.N.
Notes on Artifacts.

in: Sellards, E.H., "Pleistocene Artifacts and Associated

Possils from Bee County, Texas.”

Colbert, S.H.

An Ancient Deathtrap.
Natural History, September, pp. 104-105

Evans, Glen L.

Notes on Terrace Deposits
in Sellards, E.H., "Pleistocene Artifacts and Associated

Possils from Bee County, Texas. 11

Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer., Vol. 51, 1640~1644, 1940

Gregory, J,T.

The 2dstrum of Folsinoithorium.

Florida C-eological Survey. Bull* No. 22, pp 33-**7

Shovel Tusked Mastodon.

Texas Memorial Museum Information Circular No. 21

Pliocene Equidae of the Texas Gulf-Coastal Plain, (abstract)
Bull. Geol. Soc. Amer. Yol. 51, pp. 1970-1971, 1940

Osteology and Relationships of Trilophosaurus (MS.)

McAnulty, William N.

Sea. Lizards* Texas Memorial Museum Information Circular No* 15.
pp. 1-7, 2 figs., 19^0

Megalonyx, ’’Great Claw.” Texas Memorial Museum Information

Circular No. 10, pp a 1-6, 2 figs., l^+O.

New Pleistocene Ground Sloth Material from Texas.
Texas Academy of Science, Annual Meeting, San Antonio,
Nov. 3, 1940.

A New Species of Ground Sloth, Megalonyx hrachycephalrs (MS.)

Sellards, E.H.

’’Old. Man Malakoff, M A Prehistoric Stone Image. ~

Texas Memorial Museum Information Circular Ko. IS, pp. 1-6,
figs. 1-7, I9UO

Pleistocene Artifacts and Associated Possils from Pee County,
Texas. Bull. Ceol. Soc. Amer., Vol. , pp. 1027-1645, 2 pis.,
7 figs., 1940.
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Sellards, E.H.

A New Pliocene Mastodon.

Bull. Geol. Soc. Ajner., Vol. 51, p. 1944, 1940

Odessa Meteor Crater, (abstract)
ibid. Vol. 51, p. 1944, 1940

New Bossil Localities in Texas, (abstract)
Bull. Geol. Soc. Aner., Vol. $l, pp. 1977-1972>> 1940

Sel lards, 35. H. and Evans, Glen L.

Statement of Progress of Investigation at Odessa Meteor Craters

Circular* The University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology,
September, 13‘+l •

Sellards, E.H. and McAnulty, William IT.

The Great Wolf of the Texas Pleistocene.
Texas Memorial Museum Information Circular No. 11, pp. 1-4,
2 figs., 1940.

Stenzel, H*B*

New Decapod. Crustaceans iron the Cretaceous of Texas.. (MS.)

University of Texas, Bureau of Economic Geology, Mineral

Resource Survey Circulars

No* 28. Report on the Mineral Resources of Wichita County, Texas

Willian M. Lyle.

No. 29. Report on the Mineral Resources of Collingsworth Comity, Texas

Ben ?. Baldwin*

No. 30* A Preliminary Report on an Occurrence of Bentonite in Houston

County, Texas

Grayson E. Meade.

No* 31• Report on the Mineral Resources of Baylor County, Texas

Glen L. Evans.

No. 32* Report on Tin and Magnesite Deposits in Mason County, Texas.
John E. MeCannon.

Ho. 33* Report on the Geology of Lee County, Texas.

G. D. Harris.

Ho. 34. Peat Bogs in Gonzales with Notes on Other Bogs.
Carl Chelf.

No. 35* Barite in Northern Llano County, Texas.
Alfred Zapp.

No. 36. Poultry Orit fron Granite, A New Industry in Texas.

Carl Chelf
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Mineral Resource Survey Circulars (continued)

No.* 37* The Crushed Quartz Industry of Llano County, Texas

Carl Chelf.

No. 38. Peat Deposits in Polk and San Jacinto Counties-, Texas.

George H. Shafer.

No.* 39* Report on the Mineral Resources of Travis County, Texas
C. 0* Nickell,.c<u
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